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Finally, there was news from the Holy Region, which he had been
waiting for a long time.

Qin Yu was also somewhat looking forward to it.

In the next three days, he planned to search for he teng and Tian
Xuehong.

However, the world was so big that it was not that easy to find the two of
them.

After spending an entire day, Qin Yu had almost no results and had no
choice but to give up.

“If he teng and Tian Xuehong don’t die, God knows what they will do if
they stay on Earth.”Qin Yu frowned.

Chu Hedao, who was sitting beside Qin Yu, also nodded slightly and said,
“If we leave, they will definitely cause trouble for one side.”
“This might be their plan.”Qin Yu took a deep breath.

When the martial saints left Earth together, no one would be a match for
he teng and Tian Xuehong.

However, they were unwilling to stay.



They had waited for so long just to head to the holy region. Moreover,
even if they stayed, they did not know if they would be able to find them.
Qin Yu was silent, and so was Chu Huidao.

Clearly, neither of them wanted to stay.

Although Qin Yu had this thought in his heart, he could not wait any
longer. He could not wait to see Yan Ruoxue.

The next day.

Qin Yu found Yu Qin and told her that he planned to bring her to the
holy region.

This was naturally a happy thing for Qin Yu. As long as she could follow
Qin Yu, she could give up almost everything.

Soon, there was only one day left before the opening of the Holy Region.

On this day.

Qin Yu told her about the Heaven Gate. After confirming that there was
no mistake, he slightly put down his thoughts and made preparations to
go to the holy region.
All those who intended to head to the holy region had already gathered at
the Heaven Gate, waiting for the opening of the Holy Region.
That night, Qin Yu lay on the bed, tossing and turning, unable to fall
asleep.

After an unknown amount of time, Qin Yu lay on the bed and finally fell
into a deep sleep.

“Qin Yu, your mother is still suffering in the world, but you ran to the
Holy Region. Are you still human…”



In his sleep, a black shadow appeared in front of Qin Yu, and the Black
Shadow kept repeating this sentence.

“Who are you! Why did you say that my mother is suffering!”Qin Yu
raised his head and shouted!

“Qin Yu, your mother is still suffering in this world, but you went to the
Holy Region. You are not human, you are an animal!”

The sentence kept repeating, stimulating Qin Yu’s brain again and again.

However, no matter how much Qin Yu roared, he still could not get an
answer.

n the middle of the night, Qin Yu suddenly sat up from the bed. His face
was full of sweat, and his face was full of panic.

“A nightmare, huh…”Qin Yu whispered.

He wiped the sweat on his forehead and gradually calmed down.

“Mother… What a strange word,”qin yu whispered.

Ever since he was born, he had never seen his parents, especially his
mother. Qin Yu had no impression of her at all.

But blood was thicker than water, not to mention that Qin Yu was a
person who valued friendship very much.

He lay on the bed and gradually calmed down.

Just as Qin Yu lay down and was about to sleep, an inkstone suddenly
appeared beside his bed.



The stone was pitch black, almost blending into the night.

Qin Yu’s expression immediately changed, and he felt a chill down his
back!

He grabbed the Inkstone and cried out in alarm, “Who! Who’s Here!”

But other than Echo, no one responded to him.

There were even disciples who came when they heard the news and asked,
“Sect master, what happened?”

Qin Yu wiped his sweat and shook his head. “Nothing. Did you… see

anyone who was up to no good?”

The two disciples looked at each other and shook their heads. “Sect
master, the two of us didn’t see anyone during our patrol tonight.”
This immediately made Qin Yu feel even more terrified!

He silently came to his side. This level of cultivation was unfathomable!

“Could it be… that it wasn’t a dream just now? But someone had

invaded my divine sense?”Qin Yu murmured in surprise.
“Sect master, Are You Alright?”The two disciples asked tentatively.

Qin Yu waved his hand and said, “I’m fine. You guys go ahead.”

“Then you should rest early.”After the two of them left these words, they
turned around and walked out.

He grabbed the inkstone, his face gloomy and uncertain.

And that sentence in his sleep kept lingering in his mind.



“Could it be… that sentence in my sleep is true?”Qin Yu frowned tightly,
feeling extremely uneasy.

At this moment, the Inkstone suddenly flashed with light, and Qin Yu’s

divine sense was directly sucked into it.

Countless chaotic scenes flashed in his mind instantly.

These scenes were like a passing lantern, continuously playing in his
mind, chaotic and disorderly, screaming incessantly.
In the scene, there was a young and beautiful woman who was constantly
tortured, and amidst this torturous torture, she actually gave birth to a
baby.
The baby was quickly carried away by someone, disappearing without a
trace.

The woman’s face was filled with anger and pain, and tears of despair
covered her face.

Even though Qin Yu had never seen this woman before, he felt a strange
sense of familiarity and familiarity.

“Could it be… that she is my mother? The boy she gave birth to is

me?”Qin Yu’s body trembled, and his pupils constricted.
The woman begged bitterly, but no one paid any attention to her.

In the next second, the woman’s body bled profusely. The Sweat and
tears on her face interweaved together, making her look incomparably
pitiful.
Then, her weaker body was thrown into a dungeon.

The scene in front of her turned pitch-black. Qin Yu’s divine sense also
left the inkstone.



After his divine sense returned to his body, Qin Yu’s face was covered in
sweat, and his heart was beating violently.

“That person… is that my mother… ?”Qin Yu muttered in a trembling
voice.

What had she experienced, and where was she now?

As a dao protector, why did her father not save her?

Qin Yu was no longer sleepy. He got out of bed and rushed to the
pavilion master’s room..
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He ran all the way to the pavilion master’s room. Qin Yu did not knock
on the door and directly pushed it open to enter.

At this moment, the pavilion master was leaning on the wooden bed to
sleep. Her eyes were slightly closed and she was only wearing a gauze
robe.
However, Qin Yu could not care about these things. He quickly walked
to the front of the pavilion master. Just as he was about to speak, the
pavilion master opened her eyes.
She frowned slightly, and a hint of displeasure flashed across her eyes.
Then, she reached out with her palm, and a long robe fell on her body.
“Pavilion master, I have something urgent to ask you.”Qin Yu took a
deep breath and said.

Pavilion master sat up from the bed and motioned for Qin Yu to speak.



Qin Yu couldn’t wait to ask, “Do you know my mother? Where is she?
What happened to her? Do you have a photo of her?”

This sentence surprised the pavilion master.

She looked at Qin Yu in surprise and asked in confusion, “Why did you

suddenly ask this?”

Qin Yu didn’t dare to hide it and told the pavilion master what happened
to her.

Qin Yu didn’t hide the scene in the inkstone at all.

After hearing it, the Pavilion Master’s face turned ugly.

She did not speak for a long time, which made Qin Yu even more

anxious.

“Pavilion Master, what exactly is going on? is the woman I saw in the

Inkstone My Mother?”Qin Yu asked anxiously.

Pavilion master sighed slightly.

She looked at Qin Yu and said, “I’m sorry to tell you that it’s true.”

This made Qin Yu’s expression change drastically, and his emotions
were extremely complicated.

“Then where is she now? I’m going to save her!”Qin Yu clenched his
fist and said.

“Also, who did this to my mother?Where is my father!Why is he sitting

idly by!”



Pavilion master opened his mouth and sighed, “Your father also has some
unspeakable secrets, he…”

“What Bullsh * t unspeakable secrets!”Qin Yu rudely interrupted
pavilion master’s words.

“His own woman was treated like this, but he just sat there and did
nothing. There’s no reason! He’s just selfish!”

Just as Qin Yu said, if the one who suffered this treatment was Yan
Ruoxue, Qin Yu would risk his life to take revenge.

Pavilion master was silent, as if Qin Yu was right.

“I don’t know where your mother is either,”pavilion master said after a
while.

“You don’t know either?”Qin Yu’s expression became even uglier.

He remembered that he had asked Tian Jizi the same question, and Tian
Jizi’s answer was the same.

Qin Yu sat on the bed, feeling ashamed.

He had never thought that his mother was still alive, much less that she
would suffer now.

“Then do you know where my father is? As a dao protector, he definitely
knows where my mother is,”Qin Yu said in a low voice.
Pavilion master shook his head once more. “I tried to look for him last

time, but unfortunately, I wasn’t able to find him.”

Qin Yu couldn’t help but clench his teeth, his heart filled with mixed
feelings.



The saint-level was about to depart, but at this moment, Qin Yu had
received such news.

“Calm down, calm down. Even if you are anxious now, it’s
useless,”pavilion master said.

Qin Yu clenched his fists and remained silent, as if he was thinking about
something.

“I will definitely force him to show himself,”Qin Yu said coldly.

After saying this, Qin Yu turned around and left.

Last time, when Qin Yu was fighting against eight higher-ups, he wore a
black robe and ordered the eight higher-ups to retreat.

This was enough to prove that when Qin Yu was in danger, he would
definitely show up.

That night, Qin Yu sat in his room until early morning.

He was filled with regret and guilt.

The scene in the Inkstone kept playing in his mind.

Outside the door, there was a scene of singing and dancing.

Everyone seemed to be extremely excited.

“Qin Yu, come out and drink,”Zhuang Teng patted Qin Yu’s door and

shouted.

Qin Yu did not say anything and did not pay attention to Zhuang Teng.



“Qin Yu? What are you doing?”Zhuang Teng wanted to push the door
open and enter, but was stopped by the pavilion master.

“Qin Yu did not sleep well last night and is resting. Don’t disturb
him,”said the pavilion master.

Zhuang Teng heard this and immediately kept quiet.

After a while, pavilion master pushed the door open and entered.

She sat opposite Qin Yu and said in a deep voice, “Qin Yu, you… must

not be rash.”

“I know, pavilion master. Don’t worry. I’m not a good kid anymore.”Qin
Yu forced a smile and said.

Pavilion master sighed and said, “I believe that your father must have
some unspeakable reasons. Because of his special identity, so…”

“Is it because he’s afraid of losing his identity as a Guardian? Or is it

because he’s afraid of being punished by the Heavenly Dao?”Qin Yu
couldn’t help but sneer.
Pavilion Master didn’t refute Qin Yu’s words, but said, “But for you, he
has violated the rules again and again.”

Qin Yu waved his hand and said, “Pavilion Master, Please Don’t
persuade me. That’s my mother. If a person can ignore his own mother,
is he still human? He’s probably worse than an animal.”
At this point, Qin Yu stood up. He took a deep breath and said coldly,
“I’ve decided. I Won’t go to the holy region for the time being.”
Pavilion master was stunned. He frowned and asked, “What did you

say?”



“I said, I won’t go to the Holy Region. I Won’t leave until I find my

mother,”Qin Yu said coldly.

Pavilion master frowned and said, “Think carefully. If you don’t go this
time, I don’t know how long you’ll have to wait for the next time.”
“Moreover… This is the golden era. Every minute and second will
produce a deviation. When you go to the holy region, it’s very likely that
you’ll be left behind.”
Qin Yu sneered and said, “I won’t give up on family ties just for the sake
of cultivation.”

“Keep this matter a secret for the time being. You just need to know it

yourself,”Qin Yu exhorted..
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Lu Yun and the others wouldn’t be the only sect that would come to
extradite him.

Besides, there were many ways to go to the holy region, so they might
not necessarily have to rely on them.
The reason why Pavilion Master had to keep it a secret was very simple.

if others found out, Qin Yu was worried that others would give up, such
as Chang Mang and Yao Qing.

This was Qin Yu’s private matter. He couldn’t implicate others because
of this.

Furthermore… Qin Yu could use this opportunity to pull out he teng and
the Heavenly Blood Rainbow.



“Pavilion master, if I Still Haven’t reached the Holy Region in a year’s
time, I’ll have to trouble you to come pick me up,”Qin Yu said.

avilion master nodded. “Alright.”

Qin Yu sat in the room for a long time before he sighed slightly.

Qin Yu did not have any right to comment on his father’s actions. It was
enough for him to do his own things well.

That night, Qin Yu found a disciple who was quite talented.

This disciple was called Yu Xin. He handed Yu Xin a black robe and

asked him to pretend to be him to go to the holy region.

The next day.

Everyone took a carriage and headed to the first secret realm. They were
ready to step on the ancient array platform and cross the Void to go to the
holy region.
Qin Yu hid in the dark and quietly watched.

The group of people stood on the ancient array platform with some
excitement on their faces.

“Qin Yu, why are you suddenly wearing a black robe today? Are you

pretending to be cool?”Chang Mang patted Yu Xin and said jokingly.
Yu Xin didn’t dare to say anything. He was afraid that he would be
exposed if he spoke.

Fortunately, the pavilion master at the side mediated, “He doesn’t want
anyone to see his white hair. Alright, don’t ask anymore.”

Chang Mang shrank his neck and didn’t say anything more.



The group of people stood on the ancient array platform, extremely
excited.

Lu Yun had already set up the array flag. She brought Lu Guan along.
The two of them stood on the array platform. Their hands were covered
in divine light, and they were mumbling something, as if they were
casting
some kind of spell.

As waves of light shone, the entire ancient array platform began to shake

violently!

In the next second, the light turned incandescent, obscuring everyone’s
vision.

“Boom!”

A loud sound erupted from the ancient array platform!

The light gradually dimmed, slowly fading away.

When the light completely dimmed, there was no longer any trace of
anyone on the array platform.

At this moment, Qin Yu’s heart was filled with mixed feelings.

There was regret, but also some longing.

The people on the array platform were all Qin Yu’s loved ones and
friends. Now that they had left, Qin Yu felt empty in his heart.
“Phew.”

Qin Yu let out a long breath.



“It’s time for me to go and settle my matters.”

Then, Qin Yu left the ancient array platform and began to wander around

every corner of the world, looking for traces of his mother.
This must have been an extremely long process. Qin Yu knew nothing

about his mother. Other than that gentle face that was imprinted in his
mind, there was nothing else.

But as long as it was a human, it would definitely leave a mark on the
world.

The immortal slaying sect.

A young man was sitting cross-legged on the seat that the sect leader had
once occupied.

His face was gloomy and uncertain, and his heart was filled with hatred.

“Holy region… I’ve paid so much for the slaughter immortal sect, but I
didn’t have the chance to go to the Holy Region!”Tian Xuehong punched

the stone chair hard!

“What’s the Rush? You’re not the only one who didn’t go to the Holy

Region…”

At this moment, a voice suddenly sounded.

Tian Xuehong narrowed his eyes and said coldly, “You’re really like a
sewer rat. You’re everywhere.”

“Hehe, aren’t you the same? You’ve worked hard all your life just to

work for someone else…”

The speaker was none other than he teng.



He had predicted that Tian xuehong would be in the same situation as
him, so he came to the immortal slaying sect to look for Tian Xuehong.

Tian Xuehong’s expression changed slightly and he said with a gloomy
face, “You know a little too much.”

A murderous intent radiated from his body. This murderous intent was
extremely cold.

He Teng was not flustered. He said as he walked, “Don’t act recklessly.
The current you is definitely not my match.”

“Moreover, I didn’t come to find you to fight with you.”

Tian Xuehong snorted lightly and said, “Speak. What is it?”

He Teng said indifferently, “I know that you are indignant in your heart.
Actually, it’s not just you. There are too few spots this time, so few that

it’s ridiculous. and Qin Yu alone has taken up two-thirds of the spots.”
“Even that mighty figure who has been in seclusion for many years
wasn’t able to participate in this trip to the Holy Region.”

This made Tian Xuehong somewhat surprised.

“Even they weren’t able to go? Didn’t Qin Yu organize a public

selection?” Tian Xuehong said with a frown.

He Teng glanced at Tian Xuehong and said with a sneer, “Have you
forgotten that those more than twenty mighty figures have followed Gu
Xinghe. Do they dare to show their faces in front of Qin Yu?”
Hearing this, Tian Xuehong could not help but curse inwardly, “This Qin
Yu actually doesn’t even dare to provoke him…”



“Alright, no need for nonsense. What exactly are you looking for me for?
Could it be that you have a way to enter the Holy Region?”Tian Xuehong

changed the topic and asked coldly.
He Teng shook his head and said indifferently, “If I had that ability, |
wouldn’t be here right now.”

“Then why are you bullshitting with me?”Tian Xuehong said with

extreme displeasure.

He teng sneered and said, “So what if we go to the Holy Region? So

what if we don’t go to the Holy Region? Use your brain to think. Is this
an opportunity for us?”

“What do you mean?”Tian Xuehong asked with some confusion.

He Teng couldn’t help but feel a little crazy.

Tian Xuehong actually didn’t understand such a hint.

He took a deep breath and said, “Your master has already left, right?”

Tian Xuehong did not say anything, which could be considered as a tacit
agreement.

“Qin Yu and the group of people around him have also left, right?”He
Teng continued to guide him patiently.

Tian Xuehong finally understood.

He suddenly stood up and said, “You mean… no one can stop us now?”

“That’s right!”He Teng sneered again and again.



“This is not the only chance to go to the holy region. Now that Qin Yu is

not here, why don’t we take advantage of this gap and do something
important between us?”

“Don’t you control the secret technique of the immortal slaying sect?
You can use the same trick again. This time, no one can stop you!”.
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again

Hearing He Teng’s words, Tian Xuehong’s eyes immediately lit up.

That’s right! Since there were no experts in this world, why not use the
same trick again?

“According to what you said, this is actually an opportunity for us?”Tian
Xuehong said with faint excitement.

“That’s right.”He Teng smiled faintly.

“You don’t need me to teach you how to do it, right?”

The sky blood rainbow sneered, “I’m not a fool. Don’t worry.”

“After my spell absorbs the divine sense of a warrior, I’ll wait for the
next extradition of a saint. hahahaha, excellent!”
He Teng nodded in satisfaction. He didn’t say anything more and turned
to leave.

As the saying goes, whoever sees it has a share. Since he teng proposed
this idea, he naturally wanted a share.



Tian Xuehong understood this principle, but he sneered in his heart.

When the spell arrangement is completed, who will care about you, he
teng?

On the other side, Qin Yu was still looking for information about his
mother. At the same time, he was also trying to recover his spiritual
power.
But unfortunately, no matter what method he used, his spiritual power
could not be recovered.

On this day, Qin Yu came to Ye Qing’s residence.

He cut off his white hair and wrapped his body with clothes. He walked
straight into ye Qing’s home and sat on the sofa, quietly waiting for ye
Qing’s return.
It was past ten o’clock in the night when ye Qing dragged his exhausted
body back home.

Because Qin Yu had lost his spiritual power, he could not capture his
internal Qi. After ye Qing entered the house, he did not notice a person
sitting on the sofa.
“Commander Ye.”

Qin Yu’s sudden voice frightened ye Qing so much that he staggered.

He hurriedly turned on the light and looked at the man on the sofa.

“You Are… Qin Yu? !”

When Qin Yu took off his hat, ye Qing’s eyes widened.



He walked quickly to Qin Yu and frowned, “Didn’t you go to the Holy
Region? Why are you here?”

Qin Yu waved his hand. “I didn’t go. I have some unfinished business. I
hope Commander Ye Can Keep It a secret for me.”

Hearing this, Ye Qing couldn’t help but frown slightly, as if he was
thinking about something.

Qin Yu saw through ye Qing’s doubts and said indifferently, “Don’t
worry. I’m not interested in the power in this world.”

Ye Qing didn’t continue this topic, but he was clearly relieved.

With Qin Yu’s current strength, no one could stop him. Even a country
would have to pay a huge price.

“You came to see me late at night, I think you must have something to
do.”Ye Qing lit a cigarette and leaned against the sofa.

Qin Yu acknowledged and took out a portrait.

This was a portrait of Xuxu Yusheng. It was a portrait that Qin Yu had
found many painters to draw and was satisfied with.

The person in the portrait was none other than the woman that Qin Yu
had seen in the inkstone.

“Please help me investigate this person, Commander Ye.”Qin Yu pushed
the portrait to Ye Qing.

Ye Qing looked her up and down and frowned. “Who is this person?”

Qin Yu was silent for a long time and did not answer.



Seeing this, Ye Qing did not continue to ask.

He took a puff and continued to ask, “Do you have any information? For

example, the date of birth, location, age, and so on.”

Qin Yu shook his head and said, “No, I only know that 31 years ago, she
gave birth to a baby boy. Other than that, I don’t know anything else.”
“In that case, I’m afraid it will be difficult to investigate,”ye Qing said

with a frown.

“If it wasn’t difficult, | wouldn’t have bothered Commander Ye,”Qin Yu
said calmly.

Ye Qing thought for a moment, then nodded. “Give me a few days.”

“Many thanks.”Qin Yu cupped his hands.

As long as he lived in this world, there would definitely be traces left
behind. Qin Yu firmly believed in this matter.

No one knew when the people of the holy region would arrive, so Qin Yu

didn’t have much time to waste.

With ye Qing’s help, this matter was much simpler.

Therefore, in the following days, Qin Yu planned to go to the underwater
world to explore.

Although he couldn’t go to the Holy Region, Qin Yu found many holy
places for cultivation in the current world.

For example, the underwater world, or the burial pit in the Holy
Mausoleum.



That night, Qin Yu came to a seaside.

There were few people here, and the breeze was bone-chilling.

Qin Yu took a deep breath. He tried to mobilize the spiritual power in his
body, but unfortunately, he failed.

“Did my spiritual power really disappear just like that?”Qin Yu took a
deep breath.

According to Lu Guan, he would probably need to use vitality to offset
the old qi before he could return to his previous state.

Qin Yu slightly clenched his fist and felt the vast power coming from his
main body.

The power of his physical body alone was probably not weaker than any
martial saint in the world.

As for the sturdiness of his physical body, it was even more terrifying.
Even a mighty body could not be compared to it.

“Before I head to the holy region, perhaps I can try to refine the nine
transformation golden pill and improve the fighting word formula
again,”Qin Yu thought to himself.
In that case, even if he didn’t rely on his spiritual energy, not many
people would be Qin Yu’s match.

He slowly sank into the sea and shot toward the bottom of the sea.

As his body sank, the pressure under the sea spread out once again.

Qin Yu’s body emitted a faint golden light. This golden light seemed to
be emitted by Qin Yu’s body, and it had perfectly integrated with his



body.
Soon, Qin Yu had already sunk down to ten thousand meters below.

At this moment, the surrounding water pressure could easily crush steel
into pieces!
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The surroundings were pitch black and there was no light source to be
seen.

Even with the desolate God’s eye, Qin Yu could only see the general
outline.

Last time, Qin Yu could only reach a distance of 10,000 meters at most.
His physical body could not withstand it and it was under the protection
of the azure wood true body.

But this time, Qin Yu had already dived to a distance of nearly 20,000
meters with just his physical body.

He tried his best to open his desolate divine eyes and scan his
surroundings.

The scene from last time appeared once again!

Under the sea, there seemed to be many palaces, and there were traces of
activity on the ground. It looked like an ancient ruin.

Looking deeper, one could see spots of potholes on the ground. There
were sabers, swords, and rocks everywhere. It seemed to be an ancient
battlefield.



The scene was enormous, and the aura was magnificent. It was as if it
had experienced a great battle.

The only strange thing was that there were no corpses or bones on the
ground.

“It seems that just as I guessed, the ancient ruins have sunk to the bottom
of the sea, “Qin Yu thought to himself.

Moreover, judging from this enormous scene, it was definitely a world of
cultivators. “Xiao Yu once pulled out an ancient array platform from

under the sea. Could it be that she already knew about the ancient ruins at

the bottom of the sea?”Qin Yu couldn’t help but think to himself.

Although Qin Yu couldn’t sense the internal Qi of the ancient ruins, he
was certain that there was definitely a treasure hidden in this ancient
ruins.

After all, Earth was an ancient star. It had existed for many years and had
given birth to countless great cultivators.

But now, no one could find any trace of them. It was as if everything
existed in the legends.

Even the immortal slaying sect existed under the sea, let alone ancient
cultivators.

“I really don’t know how many treasures are hidden here,”Qin Yu
murmured.

He dived thousands of meters in one breath. At this time, Qin Yu was
already more than 20,000 meters deep in the sea.



However, what surprised Qin Yu was that the ancient ruins were like a

mirage. It was clearly close at hand, but it seemed to be far away at the
horizon.

Qin Yu forcefully endured the pressure from his body and dived a few
thousand meters deeper. At this moment, the surrounding water pressure
had already reached an extremely terrifying state.

Even Qin Yu’s body couldn’t withstand it anymore.

“Strange, it clearly looks very close, but why doesn’t the distance seem
to have changed at all…”Qin Yu frowned deeply.

If this ancient ruin could be excavated, who knew what treasures it would

have.

Moreover, this ancient ruin probably existed for hundreds of thousands of
years or even more. At that time, there was no modern civilization on
Earth at all.

Lu Yun had said that there were countless talents born on Earth, and
every one of them was an existence that transcended the void and looked
down upon the universe.

If they could obtain their inheritances and ruins, then the holy region
wouldn’t be worth mentioning

The more Qin Yu thought about it, the more excited he became. Gritting
his teeth, he braced himself against the water pressure and continued
swimming downstream.

By the time Qin Yu reached thirty thousand meters into the depths of the
sea, his body was already unable to withstand the pressure. He froze on
the spot and lowered his head to look at his own body. “Given my current



condition, I’m afraid that if I take another step, my body will be instantly
compressed into a bloody mist.”Qin Yu frowned.

The consequences of the previous trip to the Sacred Mausoleum were still
vivid in his mind.

After much hesitation, Qin Yu finally decided to give up for now.

He returned to the shore in one breath, his eyes staring at the sea.

“The treasures in this ancient monument are probably not even
comparable to those in the saint-level, “Qin Yu said in a low voice.

“When my physical body takes another step forward, I must think of a
way to explore it.”

Qin Yu had a premonition in his heart. If he could enter this ancient ruin,
he would definitely be able to obtain a huge treasure trove, or even the
inheritance of a great cultivator transcending the tribulation!

Such an inheritance was a priceless treasure even in the entire universe.

This also made Qin Yu somewhat worried.

If one day the people of the Holy Region discovered this underwater
world, would they come to invade?

Hopefully, they will be able to discover this ancient ruin later, Qin Yu
thought to himself. In the next few days, Qin Yu hid in the first secret
realm and continued to study the ‘Dou’formula.

Although the current Qin Yu was unable to use his spiritual energy, the
‘Dou’formula would not only increase his spiritual energy, but his



physical body would also increase as well. Since he was unable to use his
spiritual energy now, he could only forge his physical body to the limit.

For a few days, Qin Yu didn’t leave the first secret realm.

On the other side, Ye Qing was also trying his best to find information

related to Qin Yu’s mother.

Five days later.

Qin Yu, who was studying the sixth level of the Dou character manual,
suddenly received a call from ye Qing. He hurriedly picked up his phone
and asked, “Commander Ye, is there any news?”

Ye Qing on the other end of the line grunted and said, “We found

information related to this woman. You can come to the Jingdu Military
District to get it.”

“There are too many people in the military district. I’ll go to your house
to get it tonight, “Qin Yu said.

Ye Qing thought for a moment and said, “Alright, I’ll See You Tonight.”

Qin Yu hung up the phone and took a deep breath. His heart was
extremely unsettled.

In this state, it was probably impossible to continue comprehending.

He simply left the first secret realm and arrived at ye Qing’s house early.

At this moment, on an island.

He Teng, dressed in a black robe, had his hands behind his back as he
looked at the dozen or so people in front of him.



These dozen or so people were none other than the reclusive almighty
realm.

“Speak, what business do you have with us?”A mighty figure asked in a

cold voice.

He Teng said with a faint smile, “I plan to invite a few seniors to join me

in a grand scheme of things.”

“Grand scheme of Things? Other than stepping into the Holy Region,
what grand scheme is there to speak of?”A mighty figure sneered.

He Teng waved his finger and said with a faint smile, “Don’t you all
want to become the number one sect in the world, the chief of the entire
martial arts world?”

“Hahaha, childish! It’s just an empty title. What’s the use?”A mighty

figure sneered. “Whoever is interested stays. Anyway, I’m not interested.
I’ll leave first.”There was even a mighty figure who turned around and
was about to leave.

He Teng seemed to have already expected this, he said indifferently,
“Have you all forgotten why Qin Yu was able to obtain a quota this time?
“It’s because his heaven gate is the number one sect in the world! “Don’t
you all want to obtain a quota in advance the next time you head to the
Holy Region?”

Once these words were said, the many mighty figures who had originally
planned to leave quickly stopped in their tracks.
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They all turned around and looked at he teng, seemingly agreeing with
He Teng’s words. He Teng put his hands behind his back, he said
indifferently, “There were thirty spots last time, who can guarantee how
many there will be next time? Don’t you want to seize the opportunity in

your own hands? At this time, don’t you know how to Huddle together

to keep warm?”

The many mighty figures were silent, as if they felt that he teng’s words
were somewhat reasonable.

“What do you want to Do?”Someone asked.

He Teng said coldly, “In the current era, the few of us can sweep through

everything in the world! No One is our match! As long as we raise our
arms and wave them, what does Heaven Gate count for?”

“Hehe, you aren’t using us to let you rise to the top yourself, right?”A
mighty figure sneered.

He Teng waved his hand and said, “Everything I’ve done is for the sake
of stepping into the holy region. If we were to establish a sect, we would
definitely treat each other as equals and control the sect together.”

Everyone seemed to be somewhat moved.

They had been waiting for this opportunity for too many years. Just as
they were about to step into the Holy Region, Qin Yu beat them to it.

“Alright, tell me what you want to do.”Someone compromised.

He Teng nodded in satisfaction and said, “From tomorrow onwards, we
will establish a new sect. I will send people to guard the eighteen array
platforms. As long as someone crosses the void and comes, we will be
the first to know the news.”



“As for the specific time, I will inform you again. Please wait patiently.”
Seeing that there was no need to pay anything, the many mighty figures
nodded and agreed.

After they left, that hoarse voice rang out in He Teng’s mind.

“Are you trying to enter the Holy Region, or are you trying to take the
opportunity to satisfy the emptiness in your heart?”That voice was
slightly mocking.

He Teng’s expression changed, and he said coldly, “Shut Up!”

“Hehe… the feeling of being suppressed under someone’s feet for a long
time isn’t good, right…”

“Seeing Qin Yu leave, do you also want to have the world’s number one
addiction?”

“There really is no tiger in the mountain, a monkey calls itself king…”

These few words made he Teng’s face turn red.

Since the two of them shared the same body, they could naturally read
each other’s thoughts.

He Teng could not help but clench his teeth and coldly said, “So what if
it is, so what if it

isn’t!”

“An undeserved reputation can make you so crazy… Hehe, how inferior

are you in your heart…”that ridicule was not concealed at all. He teng
sneered, “Yes, but you still know too little.”



“Before I leave Earth, I want to reap a wave of harvest! I want to use all
of my resources to the maximum!”

“Do you really think I want to bring them to the holy region? Dream On!
When the secret technique of the Sky Blood Rainbow is completed, I will
absorb them all!”

He Teng’s face was full of viciousness. His state of mind had long been
somewhat abnormal.

At night. Qin Yu waited for a long time at ye Qing’s house.

At the same time, Ye Qing took the document and returned home.

He was not surprised by Qin Yu’s appearance. Instead, he walked to the
opposite side of Qin Yu and silently lit a cigarette.

Then, ye Qing threw a document to Qin Yu and said, “This is the most
information we can find.”

Qin Yu hurriedly took the document and opened it anxiously. The
document was very thick. It recorded the basic information of that
woman, including her low birth point and life experience.

Qin Yu stared at the document closely, afraid of missing a word.

According to the information on the document, his mother’s name was
Yu Keyun, and her occupation was a doctor.

Because she practiced medicine to save lives and heal the injured, she
was given a nickname, Jade Bodhisattva.

“Jade Bodhisattva… “Qin Yu whispered the name.



“Yes, that’s right. According to our investigation, this Yu Keyun has a

very good reputation in the local area. I don’t know how many poor

people’s lives he saved,”ye Qing nodded and said.

Qin Yu didn’t say a word. He suddenly understood the origin of his
name.

Didn’t he take his father’s and mother’s surnames to get his name?

“This way, it’s easier to investigate,”Qin Yu said in a low voice.

He continued reading and found out that his mother lived in a small
mountain village at the border.

That place was just right at the border of the isolated country, so it also
caused great chaos in the mountain village. Qin Yu put away the
document and said, “Thank you, Commander Ye.”

Ye Qing said in a deep voice, “Qin Yu, what does this woman have to do
with you? According to what we know, she suddenly disappeared more
than 30 years ago.”

Hearing that, Qin Yu hurriedly said, “Commander Ye, can you help me
investigate how she disappeared?” Hearing that, Ye Qing immediately

frowned.

He shook his head and said, “This may be more difficult. First, it’s
relatively remote there, which makes it difficult for us to collect
information.”

“Second, it’s because that place borders the neighboring countries.
People go missing almost every day. After all, it was more than 30 years

ago. Many things are not easy to deal with.”



Qin Yu said with some sincerity, “I know, but… this woman is very

important to me. Please help me.”

“Very important? Qin Yu, tell me the truth. Who Is She to you?”Ye
Qing asked.

Qin Yu was silent for a moment and said, “She is my mother.”

A trace of surprise flashed across ye Qing’s face.

He took a puff of his cigarette and nodded. “Alright, I’ll agree to it. But
I can’t guarantee that I’ll be able to find out.”

“Yes, I’ll set off for this mountain village tomorrow and investigate in

depth,” said Qin

Yu.

Ye Qing said in a deep voice, “Qin Yu, the terrain there is more sensitive.
You… Don’t be too rash in doing things.”

“Don’t worry,”Qin Yu replied. After thanking ye Qing again, Qin Yu
took advantage of the night to leave.

The next day, Qin Yu set off early and rushed towards the mountain
village.

The mountain village was called Rainbow Village and was quite far away
from Jingdu. It took Qin Yu nearly an entire day to reach the vicinity of

Rainbow Village.

This place was indeed extremely remote. It was surrounded by a dense
forest and the entire village was in a Yin gathering pit.



According to the scene Qin Yu saw in Inkstone, his mother was taken
away by a few black-robed men.

This was enough to prove that the person who took her away was
definitely not an ordinary person.

After Qin Yu arrived at Rainbow Village, he did not waste any time. He
immediately began to go door to door to ask, but unfortunately, he did
not receive any news.

After all, it had already been thirty years. Even though his mother was
quite famous back then, she had long been forgotten.

Just as Qin Yu was about to give up, a woman in her fifties found Qin

Yu.

“You’re looking for Bodhisattva Jade? I might know something about

her,”said the woman. Hearing this, Qin Yu hurriedly asked, “Aunt, is
what you said true?”

The aunt nodded and said, “Yes, I know someone who has a good

relationship with her. In modern times, she is Bodhisattva Jade’s best
friend.”

Qin Yu hurriedly cupped his hands and said, “Please take me to see her.
Thank you very much.”
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The woman didn’t waste any more time. She immediately led Qin Yu to

her “Best friend”.

It was a woman around 60 years old. She looked quite old.



“Old Meng, this young man is looking for the Jade Bodhisattva,”the
woman said as she walked.

Upon hearing the words ‘Jade Bodhisattva’, a hint of surprise flashed in
the eyes of the woman called Old Meng.

She sized up Qin Yu and said in surprise, “You… you look like the Jade

Bodhisattva. You’re practically the same mold!” Qin Yu had seen his

mother’s portrait and indeed looked a little similar to himself.

“She’s my mother.”Qin Yu did not hide it. The surprise on old Meng’s
face suddenly intensified.

She reached out and touched Qin Yu’s face, saying, “Back then, the Jade
Bodhisattva gave birth to a baby boy. We all thought that he was already

dead. I didn’t expect that… you’ve already grown so big.” Qin Yu

hurriedly said, “Aunt, do you know where my mother went?”

Old Meng took out his tobacco pipe.

She sighed and said, “It’s a long story.”

“Back then, your mother was a famous village flower in the village. She
was beautiful and kind-hearted, so she was named the Jade Buddha.”

“Later, a young man from another village came to our village. He was
extremely handsome and tall. Soon, he fell in love with your mother.
Now that I think about it, that young man should be your father.”

Qin Yu nodded slightly and waited for her to continue.

“But for some reason, one day, your father suddenly left without saying
goodbye. For a time, rumors spread in the village
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“In the village, the scariest thing was the rumors. During that period of
time, your mother cried all day, and her back was almost broken.”

Hearing this, Qin Yu’s expression became even more unsightly.

For a moment, he even hated his father. Leaving his wife and children
just like that, he simply had no sense of responsibility at all.

“From then on, your mother became mysterious. Some people said that
she was possessed, while others said that she became seriously ill
because she was too sad,”old Meng continued

“Until one day, it was a night of thunder and lightning. Suddenly, a few
people in black robes came to our village.”

Qin Yu’s expression changed. He hurriedly looked at Old Meng, waiting
for her to continue.

“At that time, I slept with your mother every day to comfort her, but…
but because I was too afraid, I didn’t dare to say anything on the day your
mother was taken away. I just followed behind secretly… “Old Meng

sighed, he seemed to blame himself.

Qin Yu hurriedly said, “Aunt, it’s not your fault. You just need to tell me
where those people took her!”

Old Meng opened his mouth and sighed. “You might not believe me if I
tell you. I saw those people suddenly disappear with your mother with

my own eyes.”

“Disappeared?”Qin Yu frowned.



Old Meng grunted and said, “I had a reaction with the village, but the
village didn’t believe it. They thought I was talking nonsense, and then
the matter slowly sank.” Qin Yu was silent for a moment and said, “Aunt,
where did they disappear? Do you remember?”

“I remember that place all the time. It’s behind the village,” said Old
Meng.

Qin Yu quickly bowed and said, “Please take me to take a look.” Old
Meng didn’t say much. She slowly got up and brought Qin Yu out of the
house. The two of them passed through the village and came to the back

of the village. It was a barren land, and the ground was full of weeds.

Old Meng brought Qin Yu to a pile of weeds and stopped.

She pointed at the weeds in front of her and said, “It’s been a long time.
I only remember this location.”

Qin Yu didn’t say anything. He quickly walked over and pushed away
the weeds with his bare hands.

Under the weeds, there was an ancient formation stage!

“How is this possible!”Qin Yu’s expression changed immediately!

Ancient Formation Stage? In other words, they had used the ancient
array platform to leave this place? Could it be that… his mother had

been brought to the saint-level?

Qin Yu used his hand to touch the array platform, only to see that it was
engraved with complicated characters.



These characters were extremely strange, and Qin Yu couldn’t

understand a single one of them.

The flags that had been placed around it had long since been tattered and
almost weathered away.

“Aunt, are you sure that my mother disappeared from this location?”Qin
Yu turned to look at Old Meng.

Old Meng nodded and said, “I remember it clearly. This is the place.”

Qin Yu took a deep breath. He suddenly understood why Tian Jizi could
not find his mother’s location.

There was only one reason, and that was that his mother was not on this
planet at all.

“That’s not right.”Qin Yu rubbed his chin.

Since she was no longer on this planet, then what was the meaning of the
dream that day? Intentionally preventing Qin Yu from heading to the

saint-level? And who was the person who had delivered the Inkstone?

Qin Yu couldn’t figure it out.

All the clues seemed to have been cut off at this moment.

Qin Yu sat on the platform, pondering for a long time. The more he
thought about it, the stranger he felt.

This world didn’t seem to be as simple as he had imagined.



He had thought that he was already the number one person in the world,
but someone had been able to silently send Qin Yu the Inkstone and put
it by his pillow.

This was enough to prove that the person who did this was far more
powerful than Qin Yu. “That’s not right. The picture in the inkstone
clearly shows mother being locked in a dungeon… “Qin Yu muttered
softly.

He looked at Old Meng and said in a deep voice, “Could it be that old
Meng is lying? Or perhaps… This isn’t the ancient array platform that

leads to the Holy Region?”

“F* ck.”Qin Yu felt as if his head was about to explode. Countless
questions lingered in Qin Yu’s mind. “Maybe I saw wrong. “Old Meng
waved his hand.
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Qin Yu hurriedly shook his head and said, “No, what you saw is real.”

Old Meng sighed. Just as she was about to speak, Qin Yu suddenly saw
a faint light rising from the distance.

“Eh?”Qin Yu frowned slightly. He slowly stood up and looked at the
light pillar in the distance. “This is… the spell of the Sky Blood

Rainbow!”Qin Yu’s expression immediately changed!

The Sky Blood Rainbow actually reactivated the spell of the immortal
slaying sect!

“Aunt, thank you for your help. I still have some matters to settle, so I’ll
take my leave first,”Qin Yu said hurriedly.



He left a sum of money for old Meng and rushed back in a hurry.

After Qin Yu left, old Meng’s expression quickly darkened.

She no longer had the slightest bit of decadence from before. Instead, it
was replaced by an indescribable coldness.

Old Meng took out his cell phone and dialed a number.

“The son of the Jade Bodhisattva is here,”old Meng said coldly.

“Oh? His son can actually find this place?”A surprised voice came from

the other end.

“Yes, but don’t worry. I’ve checked. There’s no spiritual energy
fluctuation in this child’s body,”Old Meng said indifferently.

“That’s good. Since he’s the son of the Jade Bodhisattva, he must be a
chaotic body too. Bring him here when you have the chance,”the other
end said.

“Got it.”Old Meng hung up the phone.
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At this moment, Qin Yu was speeding toward Jingdu.

Once the spell of the Church of the massacre immortal was activated, it
could not be stopped unless Xiao Yu appeared again.

However, Qin Yu was not sure if Xiao Yu had gone to the holy region. If
she really awakened all her memories, she would not need anyone to
extradite her to the Holy Region.



Three lights had already lit up in the surroundings. Once all eight lights
lit up, it meant that the formation couldn’t be stopped.

Qin Yu wasn’t the only one who noticed this spell. The other martial
artists also noticed it.

“This is… the spell of the Sky Blood Rainbow!”

“How… how did it appear again!” “The Sky Blood Rainbow actually

hasn’t given

up?”

“It’s over. Qin Yu and the others have already gone to the Holy Region.
Who else can stop him…”

For a moment, the atmosphere of fear pervaded the crowd of warriors.

Ye Qing, who was investigating the news of Jade Bodhisattva for Qin Yu,
also stopped what he was doing

His expression changed slightly. He immediately dialed a number and
said coldly, “Find out where Tian Xuehong is. Immediately bring some
people to stop him!”

“Yes!”

Near the Heaven Gate, he teng, Tian Xuehong, and the twenty or so
almighty experts were standing there. “They actually set up so quickly
this time?”He Teng looked at Tian Xuehong with some surprise.

Tian Xuehong smiled faintly and said, “There’s no need to cover such a
large area this time. We just need to cover a few major areas nearby.”



He Teng nodded slightly and said, “That makes sense. Currently, all the
martial artists in the world respect the Heaven Gate. More than half of
the martial artists are gathered in the nearby areas. They are enough.”.

As he spoke, he Teng’s eyes inadvertently looked at the Twenty-odd
mighty figures.

With He Teng’s own ability, there was no way he could win against these
twenty-odd mighty figures, even if they were not in their peak condition.

But with the Sky Blood Rainbow, it was a big difference. As long as he
activated his spell, these twenty-odd mighty figures would also die.
When they died, the sky blood rainbow was even less worth mentioning.
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The heavenly blood rainbow calmly set up his spell. Soon after, a fourth
pillar of light rose from the ground.

“How much longer will it take?”He Teng asked.

The heavenly blood rainbow said, “Around two hours.”

“So Slow?”He Teng couldn’t help but feel a little anxious.

The heavenly blood rainbow sneered, “What are you so anxious for?
Don’t tell me there’s someone who can stop us?”

He Teng was stunned. Then, he laughed loudly and said, “That’s true. In
this world, we are already the most respected.” “Rumble…”

At this moment, a series of rumbling sounds suddenly came from
outside.



The loud sound caused the ground to buzz. The gravel on the ground was
stirred up as if thousands of soldiers and horses were passing by.

Soon, war chariots appeared in front of everyone one after another.

He Teng raised his brows and a cold smile could not help but appear on
the corner of his mouth.

“What’s going on?”Tian Xuehong couldn’t help but frown.

He teng snorted, “What else could it be? It must be ye Qing.”

As expected, as soon as he finished speaking, ye Qing stepped out of a

military green chariot.

He looked at He Teng and the others coldly and shouted, “Stop what
you’re doing right now, or don’t blame me for being rude!” “Leave this
to me,”he teng said to Tian Xuehong

Then, he walked towards ye Qing step by step.

“Commander Ye, why are you here? Why are you making such a big

fuss?”He Teng said with a smile.

Ye Qing said with a cold face, “I don’t want to talk nonsense with you.
Stop your spell right

now.”

He Teng said indifferently, “This spell is only targeted at martial artists
and has nothing to do with ordinary people. To put it bluntly, this is a
matter of the martial arts world. What does it have to do with you?”

“Impudent!”Ye Qing was instantly enraged!



“The martial arts world is also under our control. Stop it immediately!”

He teng snorted lightly, “What if I don’t?”

“Then don’t blame me for being impolite!”Ye Qing said coldly.

He Teng laughed loudly and said, “Are you relying on these broken
pieces of metal behind you? Do you think these things can hurt us?”

Ye Qing looked at he teng coldly and said, “Don’t think that I really
can’t do anything to you guys.”

He Teng laughed lightly and said, “That’s right. I admit that you guys do
have a way to get rid of me, but it’s not by relying on these pieces of
trash behind you.” “After we finish our big task, we will leave this place
and head to the holy region. Why do we need to be with you guys?”

“Commander Ye, let me give you a piece of advice. Go By yourself.
Consider it as me giving you a way out. Don’t leave this stain on your
career.”

Such provocative words naturally angered ye Qing.

He was already at the martial saint stage, and the internal Qi on his body
instantly exploded! “What, you plan to make a move?”He Teng squinted
his eyes slightly and said.

“Commander Ye, you have already been abandoned by the times. Don’t
find trouble for yourself.”

Ye Qing furrowed his brows tightly. He knew that he was not this he

Teng’s opponent at all.



After so many years of working as a professional, ye Qing had long

abandoned his martial arts.

Although he had already stepped into the martial saint realm, he had not
fought for a long time. How Much Combat Power could he unleash?

“Let me tell you, Qin Yu will be here soon. It’s not too late for you to
leave now,”ye Qing said with a face full of warning.

As soon as he said this, he teng immediately laughed even more happily.

“Who in the world doesn’t know that Qin Yu has already gone to the
Holy Region? Commander Ye, do you think you can scare us with just
his name?”He Teng said darkly.

“Buzz!”

At this moment, the fifth light pillar lit up!

Ye Qing’s expression changed. He took a step back and immediately
ordered, “Fire! Blast them all to death!”

“Yes!”

In an instant, the sky was filled with artillery fire! This piece of land
instantly became a wasteland!

But what was shocking was that Tian Xuehong and the others were
actually unharmed!

Other than the clothes on their bodies, there was no other damage!

He teng sneered and said, “Although our bodies aren’t as abnormal as
Qin Yu’s, I’m afraid that such firepower looks down on us too much.”



With that, he teng walked towards ye Qing step by step.

“Commander Ye, the number one person in the world back then made the
wrong choice and wasted his own cultivation,”he teng said with
narrowed eyes.

“He Qin Yu can kill the number one person in the world, Yan Jinyao.
Today, I, he teng, will kill you, the number one person in the world, ye
Qing!”
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He Teng was already prepared to head to the holy region, so he wasn’t
afraid of Ye Qing at all. He even wanted to kill ye Qing before he left!

Ye Qing’s expression was ice-cold. Although he had already wasted his
cultivation, he couldn’t just sit around and wait for death.

His entire body emitted an intense radiance. Rays of blue light that
belonged to him emitted from his body.

He Teng narrowed his eyes and sneered, “Put up a stubborn resistance.
Today, I’ll let you know what it means to be abandoned by the Times!”

After saying that, he teng suddenly clenched his fist and threw it at Ye

Qing!

Ye Qing naturally would not be negligent and similarly clenched his fist
to receive it!

“Dong!”



An earth-shattering sound shook the war chariot behind him and instantly

sent it flying!

A resplendent radiance rapidly spread out in all directions with the two of
them as the center!

Internal Qi exploded, and he teng took a few steps back. The light
lingering on his fist was shattered!

He Teng couldn’t help but be shocked.

He lowered his head to look at his fist and said in surprise, “As expected
of the number one genius of that year. Even if his cultivation was wasted,
he could still burst out with such terrifying battle strength…”

Ye Qing looked at he teng coldly. This punch was quite strenuous for
him, and it could even be said that this was his limit.

But even so, it only forced he teng back a few steps. It wasn’t able to hurt
him in the slightest.

This wasn’t good news for ye Qing.

“Let’s attack together and get rid of him as soon as possible to prevent
any changes.”At this moment, a mighty figure said in a cold voice.

One after another, mighty figures walked out. Their bodies were all
emitting a terrifying aura.

He Teng alone was enough to give ye Qing a headache. In addition to the
many mighty figures, he had no chance of winning at all.

He Teng didn’t try to be brave. He nodded slightly and said, “En, get rid
of him as soon as possible to prevent any changes.”



Ye Qing’s face revealed a trace of seriousness. He couldn’t afford to
delay for too long. The Sky Blood Rainbow’s spell was about to be
completed.

“Ha!”

Ye Qing let out an angry roar. His clothes were instantly shattered,
revealing his strong muscles!

Rays of light that were like dragons lingered on his body. This spell was
ye Qing’s famous spell, the nine dragons divine art!

It was said that this spell was created by ye Qing himself by combining a
hundred spells. Even Jiang he from back then was defeated by this spell

in one move! Of course, at that time, the two of them had only sparred

with each other. If Jiang he had used the battle formula, Ye Qing had

almost no chance of winning.

Looking at the technique that ye Qing had used, a hint of surprise flashed
across everyone’s faces.

“This little kid isn’t simple, “an elder said darkly.

“Why don’t you join my sect? We’ll bring you to the Holy Region and

train you well. You’ll definitely become a powerful fighter.”

Ye Qing was a person with a strong sense of justice. Otherwise, he
wouldn’t have challenged the various aristocratic families of Jingdu back
then.

He sneered and said, “Joining forces with you shameless people? I feel

that it’s beneath your dignity.”

“Yellow-mouthed child, what arrogant words.”A mighty figure sneered.



He suddenly raised his hand and slapped towards ye Qing!

The mighty figure could form seals with just a raise of his hand! What

was even more terrifying was that their control over spatial spells was far
superior to that of a martial saint!

That dark yellow palm print shuttled through the void and arrived at ye
Qing’s body in the blink of an eye!

“Clang!”

A terrifying sound exploded. That dark yellow palm was like a puddle of

yellow mud that covered ye Qing’s body! Meanwhile, Ye Qing

circulated the nine dragons divine dragon. Several lifelike divine dragons
circled around his body. As if they had their own consciousness, they
easily dissolved this palm strike.

“Ha!”

Following that, Ye Qing let out an explosive shout as he suddenly

clenched his fist and swung it out.

The nine dragons divine art followed suit, and a total of nine Golden
Divine Dragons roared into the sky as ye Qing’s fist exploded out!

This punch was like a rainbow piercing through the sun, and also like
golden colored glass pouring out, heading straight for that Almighty
Expert! “Hmph, overestimating yourself.”That almighty expert laughed
coldly. He raised his palm, and with a light pinch, that piece of void
actually directly distorted and deformed!

Ye Qing’s punch was easily dissolved.

ce



“Get rid of him quickly,”he teng reminded. “Don’t worry.”A powerful

existence swiftly took action, directly sealing off the space where ye
Qing was located. “Void explosion technique!”That powerful existence
roared. The space where ye Qing was located seemed to be filled with

bombs as streams of resplendent light exploded!

Dust and smoke rose up in all directions. The void seemed to be about to
collapse.

By the time the light dissipated, ye Qing’s body was already covered in

wounds. His bones were exposed one by one, and traces of blood seeped
out from the corners of his mouth.

“Oh? He actually didn’t die?”That almighty expert was slightly shocked.

Ye Qing didn’t have an abnormal physical body like Chang Mang or Qin
Yu. For him to be able to achieve such a level with an ordinary body was

truly shocking!

What was even more shocking was that ye Qing’s battle intent did not
diminish in the slightest. His aura was like a vast ocean, churning
endlessly!

“He really is a shocking ordinary person.”That mighty figure said with a
faint smile.

Right at this moment, ye Qing let out an angry roar, directly shattering
this spatial sealing technique.

He strode forward like a dragon and tiger, taking the initiative to charge
towards that mighty figure! “You don’t know whether you’re Dead or

alive.”That mighty figure was also filled with killing intent. His
expression turned cold as he raised both of his hands. Internal Qi rapidly
gathered between his hands.



In the next second, pure spiritual power shot out from his palms. It was
incomparably terrifying!

Even ye Qing’s nine dragons divine technique was insignificant at this
moment. His body instantly shot backwards, and a huge bloody hole
appeared on his left chest. That piece of bone had already been shattered!

Ye Qing’s internal Qi started to become a little dispirited, but he still
stood up from the ground.

When he teng saw this, he couldn’t help but snort, “You and Qin Yu are

really the same. No wonder the early Qin Yu was nicknamed Little Ye

Qing…” “With such talent, it’s such a pity to die like this. Why are you

doing this?”A mighty figure said with a faint smile.

Ye Qing ignored the wounds on his body, as if he didn’t know pain.

He said coldly, “Since I’m sitting in this position, I have to bear the
corresponding responsibility. Even if I die in battle today, I will not
retreat even half a step!”

To fight alone against the world’s top people, it was admirable!
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“Buzz!”

At this moment, the fifth pillar of light had already risen from the

ground.

Although the area covered by this pillar of light was not very wide, once
it was completed, it would definitely bring about extremely terrifying
consequences.



Ye Qing gritted his teeth. He wanted to bypass everyone and head
straight for the Sky Blood Rainbow.

However, how could he teng and the others give him the chance? In an

instant, tens of thousands of spells blotted out the sky and covered the
earth, shocking ye Qing to the point that he kept lifting up.

Under this spell, Ye Qing’s nine dragons divine art could no longer

withstand it. The light began to dim, and then it shrunk until it
completely disappeared.

“Bang!”

As he teng finished, ye Qing fiercely shot out. For a moment, who knew
how many mountain rocks he ran and smashed before he finally
stabilized his footsteps.

“Whoosh!”

He Teng’s figure shot out explosively and grabbed ye Qing.

He held ye Qing in his hand and coldly said, “War God? That’s just

Bullsh * T.”

Ye Qing opened his mouth and wanted to say something, but he already
had no strength left.

On the other side.

Qin Yu was speeding over. Without spiritual energy, he could only rely
on transportation. Along the way, Qin Yu’s speed was extremely fast,
and he soon arrived near the Heaven Gate.



He slightly closed his eyes and released his divine sense, covering his
surroundings. The desolate divine eye also followed.

Very soon, Qin Yu locked onto the position of He Teng and the others.

He looked at ye Qing, who was on the verge of death, and his expression
could not help but change.

“Whoosh!”

His body suddenly shot out. This huge impact left a huge crater on the
ground.
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At this time, he didn’t use any spiritual power at all, only relying on the
power of his physical body.

He Teng grabbed ye Qing’s neck and slowly exerted strength in his hand,
preparing to forcefully break ye Qing’s neck.

At this moment, a figure descended from the sky and crashed onto the

ground like a meteorite!

This huge commotion naturally attracted everyone’s attention.

Turning around, they saw a man with a hat suddenly appearing in front of

everyone.

“HM?”He Teng’s brows twitched. He sized up the man in front of him
and asked, “Who are you?”



“He Teng, I’ve been looking for you so hard. You Bunch of lowlifes
have really gotten together again.”Qin Yu’s icy cold voice entered
everyone’s ears.

He Teng’s expression changed drastically!

He was too familiar with this voice! To He Teng, this voice was like a
nightmare!

“Qin… Qin Yu!”He Teng’s pupils shrank, his expression extremely
ugly!

Qin Yu took off the hat on his head and threw it forward.

The pure strength of his body brought about a speed that almost
surpassed the speed of sound!

The hat left a mark in the air and instantly closed in on he teng!

He Teng naturally didn’t dare to be negligent. He threw ye Qing aside

and hurriedly shot backward!

At this moment, he Teng’s heart was already in a panic.

He couldn’t figure out why Qin Yu would suddenly appear here when he
was already at the saint-level?

He Teng’s breathing was extremely irregular. Anyone could see his
panic.

“You… You Didn’t go to the holy region at all!”He Teng said somewhat
fearfully.



Qin Yu sneered, “If I had gone to the holy region, how could I have

stopped you guys here today?”

Stopped Here?

One person surrounded more than twenty people? And there were more

than twenty mighty figures among them?

These words were too arrogant!

“What are you afraid of him for? He’s only one person. Can he beat
us?”A mighty figure sneered.

“That’s right. Right now, he, Qin Yu, is only one person. He’s not even
worth mentioning.”

“The reason why we weren’t able to go to the holy region was all because
of this kid. I was just thinking of seeking revenge on him!”

Qin Yu coldly swept his gaze over everyone and sneered, “Just based on
a bunch of trash like you? When I was slaying the Tian sect, you guys
also hid in the shadows to peek, right?”

“So what if we are, so what if we aren’t! We Won’t talk about moral

rules with you.”A powerful existence sneered.

“That’s right! If the two of US attack together, killing you will be like
slaughtering a dog!” Only He Teng remained silent.

He was very clear in his heart that Qin Yu’s strength was even more
terrifying than he had imagined!

Back then, Gu Xinghe had absorbed the strength of eight mighty figures,
and in the end, he had lost to Qin Yu!



Moreover, those eight mighty figures were not reclusive mighty figures,
but ordinary peak mighty figures!

“Everyone, please join forces and get rid of him!”He Teng shouted
loudly. He was fanning the flames by the side, but he didn’t want to
make a move at all. “I’ve long wanted to experience it.”A mighty figure

walked over and raised his hand, using the void art from earlier!

He sealed Qin Yu within a narrow space, then once again used the void
explosion art!

Boom

The Space Qin Yu was in instantly exploded! The smoke obscured
everyone’s vision.

But when the smoke dispersed, that almighty expert’s expression
changed.

The clothes on Qin Yu’s body had already been torn apart, revealing his
jade-like physical body.

His body was spotlessly white. This void explosion technique actually
didn’t even leave a white scar on his body!

“His physical body… seems to have become stronger again!”He Teng’s
expression became extremely ugly!

The almighty expert who had attacked had his brows tightly knitted
together. Although he had expected that this technique wouldn’t be able
to harm Qin Yu, he hadn’t expected that it wouldn’t even leave a single
mark!



Just as everyone was shocked, Qin Yu suddenly stretched out his fist.
“Bang Bang”, two fists smashed out at an extremely fast speed.

The sealed space directly collapsed, falling down like broken glass.

“If you don’t want to die too quickly, you’d better burn your blood
essence. Blame me for not warning you, “Qin Yu said coldly.

“Yellow-mouthed child, don’t be so arrogant!”A mighty figure stepped

out and raised his hand to cast the spell just now.

Pure spiritual power condensed on his fist, then poured out and headed
straight for Qin Yu’s body.

Qin Yu narrowed his eyes. After a sneer, he threw out two more punches

at an extremely fast speed.

These two punches didn’t have the slightest spiritual power fluctuation.
Except for the extremely fast speed, they were no different from ordinary

people!

But it was these two extremely ordinary punches that directly pierced
through that Almighty’s spell!
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When everyone saw this, they couldn’t help but exclaim in surprise!

As mighty figures, they naturally saw the strangeness of Qin Yu’s two

punches! “He… he relied on his physical body to break my spell!”That
mighty figure couldn’t help but have some fear on his face!

“How can the physical body of this word be so terrifying! ?”



This was the first time Qin Yu relied purely on his physical body to fight,
and the effect it brought was far beyond imagination.

Right now, Qin Yu’s body was like steel and iron, as if no spell could
hurt him.

“Qin Yu, quickly stop the Sky Blood Rainbow…”

On the ground, ye Qing seemed to be doing his best to shout these words.

Qin Yu nodded slightly and said, “Okay, I got

it.”

After saying this, Qin Yu strode forward, as if he was strolling leisurely
towards the Sky Blood Rainbow. This attitude of acting as if there was
no one else around instantly infuriated many mighty figures!

“You dare to ignore us? You’re courting death!”

For a moment, more than twenty mighty figures attacked one after
another. The brilliance that filled the sky was like a torrential downpour
as it headed straight for Qin Yu!

Qin Yu sneered. He raised both his arms and threw a punch with a bang!

This was clearly a punch from his physical body, but it caused an
extremely powerful qi energy to be scraped!

Qi energy penetrated through the spell and instantly arrived in front of
Tian Xuehong!

Tian Xuehong’s expression changed and he hurriedly shouted, “Stop
him!”



Although he teng did not want to fight with Qin Yu, he could not be
bothered with such a big plan. He immediately spat out a black light.

A large black hand suddenly appeared from the void and blocked in front
of Tian Xuehong!

However, what was shocking was that the huge black hand was instantly
dispersed and turned into black mist that disappeared without a trace!
“Bang!”

A terrifying qi energy smashed onto Tian Xuehong’s body.

Tian Xuehong was instantly smashed back repeatedly and he spat out
blood continuously!

The spell that was about to be completed also stopped at this moment!

The expressions of everyone present were extremely complicated.

Other than shock, there was more confusion. “Strange, this punch clearly
doesn’t have the slightest spiritual energy fluctuation, but why does it
have such a terrifying qi energy?”

“The fist didn’t even touch the sky blood rainbow, yet it forced it back.
This… What kind of strange spell is this?”

“No! This isn’t a spell!”Bean-sized sweat flowed down he teng’s
forehead.

“Not a spell? What do you mean?” He Teng said in a trembling voice,
“This… This is just the wind from his fist!”

“Wind from his fist?”



At this moment, everyone gasped!

Just the wind from his fist was enough to break through He Teng’s spell?

Then what kind of power did his fist have?!

“Impossible, absolutely impossible!”A mighty figure shook his head

desperately.

“No matter how strong this child is, his physical strength can’t possibly
reach such a level! You must have misjudged him!”

“Watch me seal this child!”

A mighty figure took the initiative to attack. Two golden chains flew out

from his sleeves. The chains instantly arrived in front of Qin Yu and
firmly bound him.

“This chain is formed from spatial secret arts. No one can… Break It!”

Before the Almighty could finish his words, his expression changed
drastically!

His chain did not even last half a second before it was shattered by Qin
Yu’s body!

He Teng’s expression was extremely ugly. He had been observing Qin

Yu’s every move from the side.

From the moment Qin Yu descended to the moment he attacked, there
was not a single trace of spiritual energy fluctuation.

In other words, Qin Yu was only relying on his body to fight!



“How could he suddenly grow to such a level… “he teng clenched his
teeth, his heart filled with unwillingness!

Just relying on his physical body to crush a group of Heaven’s favorites,
Heaven knew how terrifying he would be after using his spiritual energy!

At this moment, he teng even had the intention to retreat, planning to
leave this troublesome place.

“Impossible, he absolutely can’t achieve such a level purely by relying on
his physical body,”a mighty figure said coldly. “We’ve lived for over a

thousand years, but we’ve never seen such a physical body! It’s fake, it’s
definitely fake!”

Just as this mighty figure finished speaking, Qin Yu had already shot
over explosively!

With extremely fast speed, he arrived in front of him in the blink of an

eye!

“HM?”

Before that mighty figure could react, Qin Yu had already thrown out
two punches with loud bangs.

One punch landed on his chest, and the other on his head.

That mighty figure widened his eyes. Before he could even see clearly,
his body had already fallen straight to the ground.

The powerful penetrating force passed through his head and directly
shattered his primordial spirit.



Two punches, and a mighty figure had already fallen to the ground. No
one dared to imagine

it!

“Burn your essence blood. Otherwise, your fate will be the same as his,
“Qin Yu swept his gaze across the mighty figures present and said
indifferently.

“Everyone, quickly join forces and kill him!”Someone shouted in terror.

The rest of the people also came back to their senses at this moment.
They quickly gathered together and formed a group.

At a glance, it really did seem like Qin Yu alone had surrounded more

than twenty of them.

“Burning Silver Dragon Break!”

A mighty figure roared in anger as a spell closed in on Qin Yu.

This time, Qin Yu took the blow head-on. He tilted his body slightly and
dodged it.

“Mysterious Heavenly Emperor Axe!”

A huge divine axe descended from the sky, as if it wanted to split the
world in half!

“Purple Feather Imperial Spear!”

The spear light at the near end pierced through the void and instantly shot
out hundreds of

spears!



Every mighty figure no longer dared to conceal their strength. They all
unleashed their trump cards and spells.

However, Qin Yu’s moves were incomparably simple. There were no
flashy spells, only plain and unadorned fists.

Each of his punches seemed to contain an extremely powerful force.
Coupled with his steel-like body, it was as if he was strolling leisurely
among the many spells.

The spells that filled the sky had already shaken the scene into a mess.
The mountain gate had collapsed, and the earth had sunk into oblivion.

Qin Yu passed through many strange spells and approached the few
mighty figures. With every step he took, the pressure became stronger.
“This kid seems to be unable to use his spiritual power!”Someone
seemed to have noticed something! “Everyone, don’t let him get close.
No one can withstand a punch from him!”
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They had already seen through Qin Yu’s flaws!

From the moment he appeared to the moment he killed the Almighty, he
hadn’t used any spirit energy.

This was enough to prove that the current Qin Yu could only rely on his
physical body to fight!

He Teng also saw through this peculiarity.



He, who had originally been in despair, now had a glimmer of hope in

his heart. Since he couldn’t use his spiritual power, then no matter how
strong his physical body was, he still had a chance to kill them!

“I’ve really underestimated you.”Qin Yu looked up at the people
shooting backward in the sky and couldn’t help but sneer.

“But so what? Even if I can’t use my spiritual power, I can still kill
you!”

After saying that, Qin Yu stomped his feet and his body rose up from the

ground.

A deep crack was left on the ground. Relying on the enormous strength
under his feet, he shot toward the twenty-some mighty figures! “Buzz!”

A mighty figure stretched out his palm and threw out a large golden net,
blocking Qin Yu’s path.

This large net instinctively bound people, but in front of Qin Yu, it held
on tightly for half a second before it was forcefully torn apart. In half a
second, they had already retreated several hundred meters.

And there was even a mighty figure who took advantage of this
opportunity to rely on his ability to travel through space to form seals!

Several large seals suddenly appeared in front of Qin Yu and stuck onto
Qin Yu’s body at an extremely fast speed.

This large seal was extremely strange. It was like a poisonous insect that
wanted to follow Qin Yu’s pores and drill into his body, disintegrating
Qin Yu’s body from the inside!



“This seal can enter his bones through his pores and shatter his body,’a
mighty figure said coldly.

“Wait for me to use a little bit of my strength. I’ll definitely be able to
kill him!”

After saying this, this mighty figure slowly closed his eyes. He raised his
finger and muttered something, as though he was silently chanting an
incantation as he controlled that strange seal out of thin air.

But in a short moment, a hint of confusion flashed across his face.

“What’s Wrong?”A mighty expert asked.

“Where… where are the pores on his body? This great seal is simply

unable to invade his body!”

As he spoke, Qin Yu’s body trembled, and the Great Seal had already
been shaken off his body.

All the great seals exploded to the side, leaving pitch-black marks in the
air.

Qin Yu’s face was cold as he continued to shoot towards them.

“Before I go to the Holy Region, I must kill all of you, “Qin Yu said
coldly.

“Qin Yu, don’t be arrogant. So what if you have an unparalleled physical
body? We can still slowly exhaust you to death!”

Qin Yu couldn’t help but laugh out loud.



“Exhaust me to death? Do you think the spiritual power is being

consumed faster or the physical body is being consumed faster?”The
corner of Qin Yu’s mouth curled into a sneer.

Just as Qin Yu had said, all spells relied on spirit energy as the
foundation. However, the consumption of spirit energy was often
extremely fast. Even mighty figures would not be able to last long in a
battle.

However, the physical body was different. All the power of the physical
body came from the main body and did not rely on spirit energy at all.

At Qin Yu’s level, even if they fought for a month, he would still be able
to maintain his

peak!

After Qin Yu’s reminder, the expressions of these mighty figures
changed slightly. “Our blood and Qi have dried up. I’m afraid we won’t

be able to hold on for too long. “A mighty figure secretly said that things

weren’t looking

good.

In truth, some of the mighty figures had already begun to sense the
decline of their internal Qi.

The spells they had unleashed were all shattered by Qin Yu with a single
punch. If this continued, they would probably be exhausted to death by
Qin Yu.

“We can’t keep fighting like this. Either we negotiate, or we fight to the
death and kill him!”Someone suggested.



“Negotiate? Do you think a person like Qin Yu would negotiate with

you?”He Teng took a deep breath. A trace of coldness flashed across his

eyes as he said in a low voice, “Everyone, join hands. No matter what
price we have to pay, we must kill him. Otherwise, we will definitely
die!”

After hearing he Teng’s words, the many mighty figures also found their
target.

They controlled the distance between them and Qin Yu while attacking at
the edges.

Although Qin Yu’s physical body was strong, the rain-like spells that
filled the sky also gave him a headache. There was nowhere to hide.

The rays of light slapped on Qin Yu’s steel-like body, emitting a
deafening explosion.

These people were all almighty experts after all, and the spells they
controlled weren’t simple. Even if they couldn’t kill Qin Yu, they still
brought a trace of pain.

Bang

Under the Torchlight, Qin Yu was repeatedly beaten back.

The experienced almighty experts immediately seized this opportunity
and unleashed their spells.

A large hand that flickered with a terrifying light suddenly stretched out
from Qin Yu’s back.

This large hand was grayish-white in color, and every inch of it was as
sharp as a blade. Even the hairs on the palm could cut through steel!



The large hand stretched out from the void, and there was practically
nowhere to hide. The hand even circled around Qin Yu’s back and

suddenly stabbed towards Qin Yu’s eyes!

“Die!”A mighty figure roared angrily.

At such a critical moment, not only did Qin Yu not panic in the slightest,
he even revealed a trace of an ice-cold smile.

“Now!”

Qin Yu’s pupils constricted. He raised his arms and smashed them
towards his back!

The power of this elbow strike was unparalleled. In an instant, it
shattered the void behind him and smashed ruthlessly at the Almighty
expert hiding in the Void!

Under this elbow strike, that almighty expert instantly fell out of the void,
and fresh blood flowed out of his mouth.

Qin Yu did not give him any chance to speak. He raised his hand and
sent a huge palm towards his head.

“Pa!”

The crisp sound was extremely ear-piercing. At this moment, fresh blood
bloomed like a bewitching flower. His head and primordial spirit were
instantly shattered!

The many mighty figures in the distance were extremely terrified. Their
faces revealed a look of fear.



That was a mighty figure! The body of a mighty figure was incomparably
powerful. Every inch of flesh and blood was a treasure. But now, it was
shattered by a single slap!

What was even more frightening was that the mighty figure, whose
survival ability was extremely strong, had not even been able to escape
his primordial spirit and had died under this slap.
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Such a terrifying body made everyone tremble in fear.

“Even if our blood essence is exhausted, our bodies are the real bodies of
mighty figures,”a mighty figure said with a grave expression.

“If we knew this would happen, we wouldn’t have gotten involved in this
mess! What’s wrong with waiting for the opening of the Holy Region?”

“That’s right. They said that they were the number one sect in the world,
but in the end, they provoked this god of plagues twice!”

He Teng’s expression darkened as he said, “Plans can’t keep up with
changes. No one expected that Qin Yu wouldn’t leave.”

“If that’s the case, we should kill Qin Yu instead. Otherwise, we’ll
definitely repeat the same mistake. We still won’t be able to go to the

Holy Region.”

These words reminded many of the major powers.

Last time, they didn’t even dare to show their faces. Now that they had

offended Qin Yu once again, how could they have the chance to go to the

saint-level the next time?



“I suggest that everyone burn their blood essence and kill him
directly.”He Teng glanced at them and said.

“Haha, What You Say Is Easy. It doesn’t hurt to stand there and
talk,”someone snorted coldly.

He Teng put his hands behind his back and said indifferently, “If this
continues, your internal Qi will be exhausted and you will die. You
might still have a chance if you try.”

Everyone was discussing, but no one was willing to burn their blood
essence first.

Moreover, the consequences of burning their blood essence would be
more serious. No one was willing to bear it. “Boom!”

Just as they were discussing, Qin Yu had already walked over!

He stepped through the air and clenched his fist. In an instant, he
appeared in front of everyone!

The great battle had begun once again. Now, it was already imminent and
there was no room for discussion.

Those who were unable to dodge in time were heavily injured by this
punch. Their bodies were on the verge of shattering.

Many almighty experts unleashed their arts one after another. Mountains
and rivers shattered, and everything before their eyes turned into
nothingness.

This was an unprecedented battle. Qin Yu was fighting against twenty
almighty experts alone. It was simply unheard of!



After all, Qin Yu didn’t have any spirit energy, so it was very easy for
him to pull away.

Therefore, the battle was in a state of anxiety. They couldn’t hurt Qin Yu,
and Qin Yu could only rely on timing to catch them. This battle was
fought from day to night. Killing intent filled the sky, and the battle
intent surged like a dragon. The thick and heavy internal Qi was like a
dark cloud that blotted out the sky, pressing down on people until they
could not breathe.

“Ah!!”

Some mighty figures seemed to be unable to hold on any longer. Their
internal Qi sank into a state of dispirit, and Qin Yu seized the opportunity

to crush their heads.

The difference between these mighty figures was not big, and there was
no exception. Soon, there were people who could not hold on any longer.

Once their internal Qi became dispirited, they would be unable to avoid
Qin Yu’s frenzied pursuit.

The difference between their physical bodies was simply irreparable. No
matter what technique they used, the final outcome would be the same.

“Rather than die a cowardly death, it’s better to fight to the death. Ah!!”.

After a mighty figure roared, he was the first to burn his blood essence
and forcibly restore his strength to its peak!

A true mighty figure revealed himself at this moment. Different auras
surged like raging waves, infecting everyone present.



“You finally couldn’t hold it in any longer?”Qin Yu couldn’t stop
laughing coldly.

“Do you think that stepping into the Almighty Realm will change the
outcome? I’ll kill you just the same!”

Qin Yu took a step forward and crushed the ground. His body rose up
from the ground and headed straight for the Almighty!

The Almighty, whose blood essence had been burned, was already filled
with confidence.

In the face of Qin Yu’s explosive charge, he surprisingly didn’t Dodge.
Instead, he planned to meet Qin Yu head-on.

He moved his palm, and a flower with a dazzling radiance condensed on
his chest.

The flower was filled with an internal Qi of destruction. As he moved,
the flower shot toward Qin Yu!

The strange dark purple radiance seemed to merge with the void. As it
floated, the surrounding void trembled continuously.

Soon, the flower arrived in front of Qin Yu, as if it wanted to explode
Qin Yu into pieces.

However, Qin Yu laughed coldly. His fists turned into palms, and his
two crystal clear palms actually grabbed towards the flower that had a lot
of destructive power! “Ah!!”

Qin Yu roared angrily, and blue veins popped up. An unimaginable
power gathered in his palms!



Under everyone’s watchful eyes, the flower of a mighty figure was
actually slowly crushed and exploded!

The explosion that was expected to destroy the world did not appear.
Instead, it emitted a “Pu”sound in Qin Yu’s palm, and then disappeared
into thin air.

Qin Yu could not stop laughing coldly. He looked at this almighty who
had forcefully burned his blood essence and could not help but laugh
coldly. “You condensed for half a day, and you condensed a Fart?”.

That Almighty’s expression changed drastically!

This was a type of humiliation, but this kind of humiliation made him
have no intention to refute. Instead, he had the intention to retreat!

“Is this the technique of a mighty figure like you? I think it’s just

so-so.”Qin Yu laughed coldly. He immediately seized the opportunity
when he was in a daze and took a step in front of this almighty!

By the time he turned around and took a step back, it was already too
late.

“You… Let Go of me!”The mighty figure said in terror.

“Let Go of You? Do you think that’s possible?”Qin Yu grinned,
revealing a mouthful of white teeth.

When this mighty figure saw that the situation wasn’t looking good, he
gritted his teeth and directly cut off both of his arms, shooting backward
explosively!
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Looking at the two arms in his hands, Qin Yu raised his head and
laughed loudly, dripping with sweat! “Is this a mighty figure? Cutting

off his own arms just to survive?”Qin Yu laughed wildly. His laughter
was extremely ear-piercing, causing everyone’s heart to be shrouded in a
shadow.

“Even if he burns his blood essence, he’s still not his match… “someone

said in a low voice.

“Now that things have come to this, we can only fight it out with him.”

A mighty figure stretched out his hand, and a magic artifact that was like
an incense burner appeared in his hand.

The moment the magic tool was taken out, a divine power that could
shake one’s heart and soul spread out.

This was an extremely ancient magic tool that contained an unknown and
terrifying power.

Chapter 1204 Chapter 1204, the person inside he Teng’s body

It was as if everyone could sense the extraordinary aspect of this magic
artifact, and their eyes were filled with fear.

He teng coldly berated, “Why didn’t you take out this thing earlier! Why

did you have to wait until so many people died! ?”

That mighty figure coldly looked at he teng and said, “It’s easy for you to
say that. This thing is a life-saving item for me. Not only will I not take
it out at a critical moment!”



After saying that, he held the magic tool in his hand and looked at Qin
Yu coldly.

“Qin Yu, if you are willing to let us go now, we can stop the war,”the
Almighty said coldly.

It was obvious that he did not want to use this magic tool, especially at
this time.

Qin Yu touched his chin and said, “Of course I can let you go, but he
can’t go.”

Qin Yu’s finger pointed in the direction of He

Teng.

He Teng’s expression changed! He immediately felt that something was
wrong. “All of you are at the Almighty Realm. If you want to block he
Teng’s path, there shouldn’t be too much of a problem, right?”Qin Yu
said indifferently.

He teng shouted, “Don’t listen to his nonsense! The second son is sinister
and cunning. He’s clearly trying to drive a wedge between us!”

However, everyone was faintly moved.

This Qin Yu was like an insurmountable mountain filled with danger.

Most importantly, his future path was probably limitless.

Now, with his physical body of a martial saint, he was able to kill a
mighty figure. Only the heavens knew how terrifying his future would

be.



“Is what you said true?”A mighty figure asked coldly. “Absolutely
true.”Qin Yu said lightly.

“I don’t have too much enmity with you guys, but this he teng is different.
He has committed many evil deeds and must die!”

Qin Yu had already begun to become impatient after escaping time and
time again.

“Alright, we can agree to it, but we still have one condition. The mighty
figure holding the magic weapon said.

Qin Yu nodded slightly, indicating for him to continue.

“We must have a share of the quota to go to the saint-level,”the almighty
expert said coldly.

“No problem.”Qin Yu agreed once more, making a concession.

This caused he teng’s face to turn extremely ugly.

He stared angrily at everyone, then shouted, “Are you all crazy? Do you

really believe this kid’s Words?!”

“Why not? We’ve only met you for the first time.”A mighty figure

sneered.

“That’s right. In our eyes, you’re no different from Qin Yu.”

As he spoke, these twenty plus people had already turned around and
surrounded he teng.

He Teng gritted his teeth. He had never expected such an outcome. He
immediately wanted to turn into a black fog and escape this place.



Unfortunately, it was already too late. Many mighty figures had taken
action at the same time and sealed off this space. He Teng did not have
the Divine Power Qin Yu had to shatter this space. Even if he used all of
his arts, he would still be unable to break through this space.

“Alright, we have already done what we should do, “said a mighty
figure.

“Can we leave now?”

Qin Yu smiled. “Don’t be anxious. Everyone, why don’t you stay for a
while?”

“Did you hear that?! This Qin Yu is playing you!”He Teng roared
crazily.

Many mighty figures also seemed to have some doubts.

“Qin Yu, one must keep one’s word.”A mighty figure said coldly.

Qin Yu smiled faintly and said, “Everyone, there’s no need to worry.
Since I’ve Promised You, I will definitely do it. The reason why I’m
keeping you here is because I want to discuss the ancient array platform
with everyone.”

“Don’t listen to his nonsense! He’s lying to you!”He Teng was still
unwilling to accept it.

US

Qin Yu sneered and said, “He Teng, you’re about to die. Stop talking
nonsense. Everyone in the world knows that you’re a treacherous
scoundrel. Who would have a good ending if they cooperated with you!”
“Qin Yu, don’t go too far!”He Teng roared crazily.



Qin Yu didn’t say a word. He took a step and arrived in front of He
Teng.

He coldly looked at he teng and said, “This time, I want to see how you

will escape!”

With that said, Qin Yu looked at the few mighty figures and said, “Please
Lock Me in the same space as him.”

“Okay.”The many mighty figures nodded slightly. They immediately
used spatial secret techniques to lock the two of them in an extremely
narrow space. He Teng immediately panicked. He was like a frightened
bird, shivering.

The fear that spread from the bottom of his heart almost swallowed him
up.

“You… Don’t come over!”He Teng said in fear.

Qin Yu sneered, “Such a small space, even if you have great ability, you
can’t escape.” He Teng gritted his teeth and roared, “F* ck

you!”

He used the same trick again, and his hand squeezed the black fog toward
Qin Yu.

However, even Gu Xinghe lost to Qin Yu, let alone he teng?

Qin Yu waved his hand and easily slapped his palm.

Then, he threw another punch at He Teng’s chest.



The Fist went through his chest and came out from his back. A huge

bloody hole appeared in front of everyone.

“You… Wah!”

He Teng opened his mouth and was about to speak when he suddenly
spat out a mouthful of blood.

Qin Yu knew that he teng had many tricks up his sleeve, so this time,
Qin Yu did not plan to give him any chance.

He clenched his fist, and divine power erupted. He immediately threw a

punch at He Teng’s Head!

He Teng’s eyes widened, and his pupils constricted, filled with terror.

Just as Qin Yu’s fist was about to hit his head, he Teng’s pupils suddenly
changed color.

His pupils, which were originally extremely ordinary, suddenly became
two pupils. Not only that, his pupils also turned blood-red, looking
extremely terrifying.

He Teng raised his hand and grabbed Qin Yu’s fist.

But even so, he Teng’s hand bones were still shattered!

“Eh?”Qin Yu frowned, and then sneered, “The guy in your body has
finally come out.” He Teng looked at Qin Yu in front of him and grinned,
“Thank you… if not for your help, this kid would never give me the
initiative of his body…” “Cut the crap, I’ve been waiting for you for a
long time. Let’s Fight!”Qin Yu took a step forward and burst out with a
monstrous fighting spirit.
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technique

He Teng’s eyes emitted a blood-red radiance.

This radiance floated in the air like an internal QI.

“I also want to fight with you…”He Teng said sinisterly.

“Unfortunately, now is not the time. I don’t think you will take
advantage of the situation…”

He Teng shook his broken arm and opened his mouth wide.

Qin Yu sneered, “For a person like you, killing you is the only goal.
Taking advantage of the situation? Even if you die, I will step on you

again.”

“Hahaha… good, good. Unfortunately, I will not make a move today.
We will meet again if we are fated…”

He Teng threw down these words and directly pierced through the void.
Then, his body burrowed into the void and escaped.

That speed was something that even Qin Yu could not pursue with his
desolate divine eyes.

Qin Yu could not help but frown as he looked in the direction he had left.

He did not expect that he would still be able to escape in the end.

In mid-air, the twenty mighty figures had solemn expressions as if they
were waiting for Qin Yu’s next words. “Qin Yu, it has nothing to do with



us if he escapes, “a mighty figure could not help but take the lead and
say.

Qin Yu glanced at him and said, “Don’t worry. I said I won’t kill you, so
I definitely won’t kill you.”

When everyone heard this, they finally heaved a sigh of relief.

“Everyone, follow me to the Heaven Gate first. I have something to
discuss with everyone,”Qin Yu said.

After that, Qin Yu walked to ye Qing’s side.

“Commander Ye, Are You Alright?”Qin Yu asked.

Ye Qing shook his head and said, “It’s not a big problem.”

“En, then you should return to the Heaven Gate first. I will treat your
injuries later,”Qin Yu said.

Ye Qing agreed and walked towards the Heaven Gate.

Meanwhile, Qin Yu took a step forward and walked all the way to the
side of Tian Xuehong.

Tian Xuehong had yet to step into the martial saint realm. He had no
chance of winning against the current Qin Yu.

The fist force that drifted over had severely injured him and he fell to the
ground, unable to get up.

“Qin Yu… you bastard…”Tian Xuehong gnashed his teeth with a face
full of hatred.



Qin Yu completely ignored Tian Xuehong. He squatted in front of Tian
xuehong and asked directly, “Who is the person behind you?”

Tian Xuehong’s pupils suddenly constricted as he said coldly, “You
Already Know?”

“It seems that what Chu Hedao said is true.”Qin Yu frowned.

“Speak. Who is the person who obtained the immortal slaying sect’s

inheritance? If you tell me, I might be able to spare your life.”

The Heavenly Blood Rainbow, however, said with a vicious expression,
“In your dreams! I will never tell you!”

Hearing this, Qin Yu couldn’t help but grab the Heavenly Blood
Rainbow’s hand. In the next second, he suddenly exerted force and
instantly crushed the palm of the Heavenly Blood Rainbow!

The pain made Skyblood Hong break out in cold sweat.

“I have many methods of torturing people. Do you want to try?”Qin Yu
said with a sneer.

Skyblood Hong gritted his teeth and said, “I also want to tell you, but
unfortunately, I don’t know his identity at all.”

“You don’t know his identity? Then how can you know that he has

obtained the immortal slaying sect’s inheritance?”Qin Yu frowned and
asked. “That’s because I can sense the internal Qi of the members of the
Massacre Immortal Sect… “heavenly blood rainbow said with sweat all
over his head. “Internal Qi? Then can you teach me?”Qin Yu touched
his chin and said.



Heavenly Blood Rainbow shook his head and said, “I can’t teach you.
Unless you also received the inheritance, you can only sense that unique
internal Qi.”

“And let me tell you, the only people who received this inheritance are
me and him! As long as I die, you will never find him!”

Qin Yu narrowed his eyes and said, “Are you trying to use this to
blackmail me and spare your life?”

“You want to go yourself!”The Sky Blood Rainbow sneered.

“I can only tell you that once the inheritor succeeds, no one will be able
to stop him!” “Everyone in the world thinks that our slaughterer immortal
sect used a secret technique to absorb the divine sense of the Earth
warriors. In fact, you’ve completely underestimated our slaughterer
immortal sect!”

“Back then, our slaughtering immortal sect set up a formation in all the
major galaxies in the universe! If it weren’t for that masked woman
causing trouble, we would have been invincible long ago!” Qin Yu

frowned and said, “So, if that inheritor succeeds, he will once again set
up a formation in all the major galaxies?”

“That’s right! He will definitely complete the unfinished great plan of our
slaughtering immortal sect. At that time, I’ll see which of you can stop
him!”Tian Xuehong laughed crazily.

Qin Yu slowly stood up. He lowered his head to look at Skyblood
Rainbow on the ground and said, “You said so much just to let me spare
your life, right?”

“Hahaha! You have no choice but to let me go! Otherwise, all the life
star areas will face a disaster!”Skyblood rainbow laughed wantonly.



Qin Yu was silent for a moment, and then said in a low voice, “Back
then, the masked woman was able to kill the peak of the slaughtering
immortal sect. I think I can also kill that inheritor, even if he succeeds.”

Tian Xuehong’s expression suddenly changed, and he said in a trembling
voice, “Qin Yu, you… you have to think clearly! With me around, you
can completely kill him in the bud!”

Qin Yu raised his eyebrows and said, “I love fighting with strong people
the most in my life. Since you said that he is invincible after reaching the
great success stage, I really want to see it.”

Tian Xuehong secretly felt that things were not good. He hurriedly said,
“I can give you the secret technique of the Immortal Massacre sect!
When that time comes, you can set up a formation and absorb their
essence souls!”

Chapter 1206 Chapter 1206, the true face

“And I can be your spy and help you find that inheritor!”Sky Blood
Rainbow shouted desperately.

At the critical moment of life and death, he began to be afraid.

Especially when he had waited for many years to be resurrected. In order
to survive, he would do anything Qin Yu Sized Up Sky Blood Rainbow.
It had to be said that Qin Yu was quite interested in the secret techniques
of the immortal slaying sect.

“How is it? I can still do a lot of things!”The Sky Blood Rainbow broke

out in cold sweat and kept throwing out his chips.



Qin Yu said in a deep voice, “Okay, then I’ll let you live for the time
being. But in the meantime, you can’t go anywhere.”

“Okay, okay!”The Sky Blood Rainbow hurriedly nodded.

As long as he could keep his life, everything had a chance.

Qin Yu didn’t say anything more. He dragged the Sky Blood Rainbow
and rushed into the Heaven Gate.

According to Chu Hedao, the immortal slaying sect’s inheritance was
extremely terrifying and could very well threaten all cultivators.

Now, the Sky Blood Rainbow’s words once again confirmed this
statement.

After returning to the Heaven Gate, Qin Yu broke the four limbs of the
sky blood rainbow and rummaged through the cabinets to find a magic
artifact that bound the body of the Sky Blood Rainbow. Only then did he
feel slightly at ease.

At this moment, in the Hall of the Heaven Gate, twenty mighty figures
were waiting for Qin Yu.

es were

They felt a faint sense of unease in their hearts. Even though Qin Yu had

made a promise, they knew in their hearts that such a promise was

worthless and could be overturned at any time.

Other than these almighty experts, Ye Qing was also sitting in the Great

Hall. He looked coldly at everyone, his eyes emitting killing intent. After
experiencing this battle, ye Qing couldn’t help but fall into deep thought.



The arrival of the golden age had made modern weapons unable to
surpass martial artists.

And having abandoned his cultivation, he was no longer able to protect
the fire country anymore.

“Perhaps, it’s time for me to start cultivating again.”Ye Qing sighed in

his heart. At that moment, Qin Yu walked in from outside the door.

The moment they saw Qin Yu, everyone’s expressions turned cold.

Although no one said a word, the strange atmosphere lingered in the
room.

Qin Yu walked straight to the sect master’s seat and sat down.

He drank a mouthful of water and then said indifferently, “Everyone,
there’s no need to be nervous. You all just want to head to the holy
region, and so do I, so there’s no enmity between us.”

“That’s right. We weren’t willing to be enemies with little friend Qin.”A
mighty figure immediately took advantage of the situation.

Qin Yu swept his gaze over everyone and said, “The next time the Holy
Region Opens, the time hasn’t been set yet. Everyone has paid an
extremely great price in order to head to the Holy Region.”

At this point, Qin Yu paused for a moment before taking out a map and
handing it over to one of the higher-beings beside him.

“These are the positions of the eighteen array platforms. In order to
prevent any accidents, I would like to trouble everyone to stand guard
near the eighteen array platforms. If there are any unusual movements,



you must warn each other,”Qin Yu said. Hearing this, the many
higher-beings were instantly delighted.

Previously, according to Gu Xinghe’s request, they had already found
most of the ancient array platforms. However, they were still far from the

eighteen array platforms.

With this map, they could also ensure that they would be the first to
receive news of the Holy Region. Why not.

“Young friend Qin, please rest assured. We will do our best!”A mighty

figure expressed his stance.

“That’s right. Once we go to the Holy Region, we can be considered a
family. When that time comes, we will have to look out for each other.
With young friend Qin accompanying us, we will also have confidence.”

Qin Yu nodded slightly and said, “Alright, I also hope that everyone can
be honest with each other.”

“Definitely, definitely!”Everyone cupped their hands and said.

“Little friend Qin’s strength has shocked us greatly, and his state of mind
has even caused us to admire him!”

After a round of bragging, the atmosphere fell into an awkward state.

They did not stay any longer. After a round of discussion, they rushed
towards the various array platforms.

Soon, only Qin Yu and ye Qing were left in the hall.

Qin Yu originally wanted to concoct a pill for ye Qing to treat his injuries,
but at this moment, Qin Yu realized that without the support of spirit



energy, he could not concoct a pill at all. He could only let him go to the

Divine Alchemist Pavilion.

“Commander Ye, what are your plans next?”Qin Yu poured a cup of tea
for ye Qing and asked casually.

Ye Qing sighed and said, “It’s time for me to resume my cultivation.
What Happened Today definitely won’t be the only time.”

Qin Yu smiled and said, “Commander Ye isn’t interested in going to the
Holy Region?”

“Not for the time being. “Ye Qing shook his head.

Everyone had their own aspirations, so Qin Yu didn’t say anything more.

After sending ye Qing off, Qin Yu lowered his head to look at his own
body.

This body was covered in spots, and occasionally, a few scars could be

seen.

After such a great battle, only a few scars were left, which made Qin Yu

extremely satisfied.

“If I were to use the battle word incantation and the true body of azure
wood, I wonder how monstrous this body would be.”Qin Yu thought to
himself.

It was not an exaggeration to say that Qin Yu’s body could not even be
compared to that of a supreme expert.

If he were to recover his spiritual energy, he did not know how powerful

he would be.



‘If I have enough vitality, then I can absorb the Twilight Qi in the sacred
mausoleum to raise my body,’Qin Yu thought to himself.

Using the Twilight Qi to raise his body and using vitality to offset the
decline brought about by the Twilight Qi.

However, Qin Yu had no idea what vitality was. He had never seen it
before, so he could only wait until he reached the saint-level before
making any plans.

Qin Yu didn’t stay at the Heaven Gate that day. Instead, he planned to
make use of the night to head to Rainbow Village once more.

During the previous conversation with Old Meng, Qin Yu had always felt
that there was something wrong. What she described was very different

from what Qin Yu had seen in the inkstone.

Just as Qin Yu left the Heaven Gate and was about to head to rainbow
village, several strange auras quietly approached him. Qin Yu’s eyes
were filled with internal Qi.

“Eh?”Qin Yu frowned slightly. His eyes narrowed slightly and he did
not move.

Soon, three figures appeared in Qin Yu’s field of vision and blocked Qin

Yu’s path.

When he saw who it was, Qin Yu’s face revealed a trace of a cold smile
that was difficult to detect.

There was indeed something wrong with this old Meng!

“Aunt, why are you here?”Qin Yu pretended to be surprised and asked.
Old Meng put his hands behind his back and walked with her hunched



body. He said with a smile, “Didn’t you want to know the news about

your mother? I brought you to see her.”

Chapter 1207 Chapter 1207, the secret of the chaotic body

Looking at Old Meng’s Strange Smile, Qin Yu also understood
something.

Sure enough, a person’s face could change. The day before, when she
saw her, she was still honest and kind, but now she seemed a bit sinister

and treacherous.

Qin Yu thought for a moment and said, “Aunt, it’s too late now. Why

don’t We Talk About It Tomorrow?”

Old Meng put his hands behind his back and said indifferently, “Let’s set
off now. We can’t afford to waste time.”

“I’m not going. “Qin Yu rejected Old Meng.

Old Meng narrowed his eyes and said, “Do you think you still have a
choice now?”

Before he finished his words, the two figures hiding in the darkness
slowly walked out.

Seeing the attire of these two people, Qin Yu’s expression instantly
turned cold.

These two people were also wearing black robes. They were almost
identical to what Qin Yu had seen in the inkstone.



Qin Yu looked at Old Meng and said coldly, “Aunt, what do you mean
by this?”

Old Meng laughed loudly and said, “Young Man, you have too little
insight into this world. There are many things that you can not imagine.”

With that, old Meng waved his hand, and the two black-robed men
arrived in front of Qin Yu with a whoosh.

They held chains in their hands and threw them forward, binding Qin Yu.
Qin Yu did not struggle. He could tell that this matter was not simple.

Moreover, old Meng had not seen his strength at all. Therefore, Qin Yu
planned to use this opportunity to investigate.

“Take him away,”old Meng said coldly.

The two black-robed men were like black and white impermanence.
They pulled the chains that bound Qin Yu and followed behind Old
Meng, getting into a car.

Qin Yu sat in the car, his heart growing colder and colder.

“Old Meng, aren’t you and my mother best friends? Could it be that you

have something to do with my mother’s disappearance?”Qin Yu leaned
against the car and asked.

Old Meng said indifferently, “Best friends? All the feelings in this world

can be abandoned. To You, this might be a little profound.”

Qin Yu laughed coldly.

These people seemed to be the same. After obtaining a certain level of
ability, they always thought that they had seen through the entire world,



pointing and pointing with a god-like perspective. “In this case, my
mother’s disappearance really has something to do with you, “Qin Yu
said coldly.

Old Meng said indifferently, “No need to be anxious. You will know
everything soon.”

“I don’t understand. My mother and I are just ordinary people. What

value do we have to you?”Qin Yu pretended to be annoyed and asked.

“I told you, you’ll know soon. There’s no need to be anxious,”old Meng
said coldly. Qin Yu didn’t give up. He continued to ask, “Is my mother
still alive? What did you do to her?”

“You talk too much.”Old Meng lost his patience.

She turned around and gently tapped with her shriveled claw-like fingers.
A Ray of Light Sealed Qin Yu’s mouth.

With such strength, Qin Yu could easily break free, but he was not in a
hurry.

The car sped all the way to Rainbow Village. Qin Yu leaned against the
car and did not speak on the way.

After about ten hours, when they arrived at Rainbow Village, the sky was
already bright.

The village was as calm as ever. This matter did not seem to have

anything to do with them.

Old Meng drove the car to a desolate mountain range. There was a huge
mud house here.



“Keep an eye on him. Bring him to meet the Lord at night, “Old Meng
said coldly.

The two black-robed men nodded. Then, they carried Qin Yu and threw

him into the mud house to lock him up.

The surroundings were pitch-black, so dark that one could not see one’s
fingers.

Qin Yu could not help but feel anxious. He was eager to know who was

behind Old Meng, or the organization, and the Lord he spoke of, and
who he was.

He could not be hasty. Qin Yu could only sit there quietly and wait for
night to fall.

Outside.

Old Meng took out his phone and made a call to someone.

“I have already caught the person and he is now in Rainbow Village.”Old
Meng said.

The person on the other end grunted in acknowledgement, and then said
with some wariness: “He is from the fire country. I heard that there have
been quite a number of martial artists in the fire country recently. There
shouldn’t be any powerful background behind this pyro, right?”

Old Meng scoffed and said: “Don’t worry. This person is just an ordinary
person and there isn’t any spirit energy fluctuation within his body.”

“That’s enough. take him to see the Lord Tonight.”

After saying that, he hung up the phone.



The sky gradually darkened.

A full moon quietly climbed onto the treetops. “Creak.”

A sudden sound woke qin yu up from his comprehension of the fighting
word formula.

Then, he saw the two black-robed men walk in.

They didn’t say anything. They just roughly grabbed the chains that were
stretched out from Qin Yu’s body and slid on the ground.

Qin Yu was once again stuffed into the car, heading in an unknown
direction. Soon, the car arrived at the border and drove into a city called
triangle city.

This surprised Qin Yu. He thought Old Meng had something to do with
the ancient array platform, but it wasn’t the case.

The car drove into triangle city and arrived at the entrance of a luxurious
palace in the center.

“We’re here, “Old Meng said with a smile.

The two black-robed men dragged Qin Yu into the palace.

The moment they entered the palace, Qin Yu felt a chill.

They dragged Qin Yu along the long corridor and finally stopped at the
entrance of an office.

This office was decorated extremely luxuriously, resembling the office of
a modern president.



Sitting in the office was a middle-aged man in a suit and tie. This
middle-aged man looked well-dressed, like a successful person. He was
holding a cigar in his hand, sitting on the sofa and smoking. He was
holding a glass of red wine in his hand.

In front of him, there seemed to be two guests who were discussing
important matters. However, when they saw Qin Yu who was tied up,
they were not surprised at all. “Chief Bao, I have already brought the
person here,”said old Meng. The man called Chief Bao nodded slightly
and said indifferently, “I don’t know if this kid has any value or if he has

inherited his mother’s physique. The Lord is still waiting.”

Old Meng said with a smile, “I don’t know about that. I have to ask Chief
Bao to investigate it himself.”
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The man called Chief Bao immediately stood up and walked towards Qin
Yu.

Qin Yu, on the other hand, was slowly getting excited.

From the conversation between the two of them, it seemed that they were
interested in their mother’s constitution.

Could it be that their mother also had a chaotic body? Their own

constitution was inherited from their mother?

This possibility was too great, because a chaotic body was different from
other constitutions like the holy body. Before stepping into the path of
cultivation, a chaotic body was no different from an ordinary person!

That was why his mother had been an ordinary person all her life!



Just as Qin Yu was thinking, director Bao had already walked over.

His palm flickered with a bright light, and he slowly placed it on Qin

Yu’s forehead.

Qin Yu only felt a strange aura enveloping his entire body. After a
moment, a trace of surprise and excitement flashed on director Bao’s
face.

“Haha, this child really has a chaotic body.”Director Bao could not help
but laugh out loud in excitement.

Old Meng couldn’t help but exclaim from the side, “Really? This kid

really inherited the Constitution of the Jade Bodhisattva?”

“That’s right, Old Meng. You’ve done a meritorious deed this
time.”Director Bao said faintly.

After saying that, director Bao extended his palm and threw a small

bottle of dark green liquid to Old Meng.

This liquid seemed to be extremely attractive. After Old Meng received
this liquid, he immediately became extremely excited. “Thank you, Chief
Bao!”Old Meng cupped his hands.

Chief Bao said faintly, “If this child really allows the lord to be fully
resurrected, you will have an even greater reward.”

Old Meng said somewhat excitedly, “Chief bao, can you let me be the
city lord of this Triangle City?”

Chief Bao raised his eyebrows and said faintly, “Your ambition is not
small. I will consider it carefully.”



“Thank you, Chief Bao!”Old Meng hurriedly cupped his hands and
thanked him.

Hearing their conversation, Qin Yu couldn’t help but look at chief bao
coldly and said, “Are you the city lord of this Triangle City?”

Chief Bao Glanced at Qin Yu and said, “You don’t need to know so

much.”

Qin Yu’s face was cold. He suppressed the anger in his heart and said no
more.

Then, chief Bao personally led Qin Yu to the depths of the palace.

What surprised Qin Yu was that there were many people in this palace,
and most of them were martial artists.

Each of them was dressed in a suit, and they seemed to have a close
relationship with triangle city.

“You Control Triangle City?”Qin Yu asked coldly. Chief Bao chuckled,
“What’s the point of knowing so much?”

Qin Yu didn’t say anything. He just wanted to save his mother as soon as
possible.

As for what was going on in Triangle City, Qin Yu didn’t have the heart
to care.

Soon, the two of them arrived at the depths of the palace.

There was a gate several meters high. The gate gave off a strict internal
Qi. Not only that, the gate seemed to have used some secret method to
isolate it from the outside world.



Chief Bao put his hand on the gate and said, “Lord, I have brought the
person. He is indeed a chaotic body.” Not long after, a voice sounded
from within the door: “What is this person’s name?”

Chief Bao’s brows creased up slightly as he looked at Qin Yu and asked:
“What is your

name?”

“My name is Zhang Fei.”Qin Yu casually made up a name.

Chief Bao did not doubt it and said to the door: “My lord, this person’s
name is Zhang Fei.”

The person on the other end was silent for a moment before he said: “The
recent development of the fire country’s martial arts has already exceeded
our imaginations. There are some people that we can not touch, like that
ye Qing, Jiang he, and now there is another person called Qin Yu.”

Chief Bao shot a glance at Qin Yu and asked: “Do you know them?”

“No.”Qin Yu said coldly.

Hearing that, the door slowly opened. It was pitch black inside, and
within that pitch black darkness, there was another figure hidden.

This person was also dressed in a black robe, his back facing Qin Yu.

“My lord, I have brought the person.”Chief Bao said with a bow.

The Lord slowly turned his body and raised his palm slightly. Qin Yu’s
body could not help but rush towards him.



“My lord, I have already checked. This child has a chaotic body.”Chief
Bao said.

The Lord nodded slightly. He sized up Qin Yu in front of him and said

coldly, “I didn’t expect that not only did you inherit your mother’s
physique, you also inherited it so completely…”.

At this time, Qin Yu couldn’t hold it in any longer. He looked at the lord
coldly and said, “Where is my mother now? I know that she isn’t dead

yet.”

The Lord said coldly, “Although your mother has a chaotic body, her
body is extremely weak and she can’t cultivate at all.” “I’ve spent a lot of
manpower and material resources, and used countless secret techniques,
but I still can’t change this situation. I can only give up. Fortunately, you
appeared.”

“Give up? What do you mean?”Qin Yu’s expression immediately
changed.

The Lord said sinisterly, “Giving up means that you have lost your value.
What do you think?”

Qin Yu instantly had an extremely bad premonition.

“Where is my mother!”Qin Yu said angrily.

“Impudent, how dare you speak to the Lord!”A black-robed man behind
him shouted loudly.

Qin Yu was no longer in the mood to endure. He suddenly stood up and
with a shake of his arms, the chains on his body were shattered.



“Huh?”

Seeing this scene, everyone’s expression changed. The two black-robed
men quickly stepped forward, preparing to take down Qin

Yu.

Qin Yu did not even turn his head. He slapped the two black-robed men,
turning them into a bloody mist.

“I’m asking you, where’s My Mother?”Qin Yu said coldly.

The Lord in front of him seemed to have sensed something was wrong.

He asked coldly, “Have you already stepped into the path of
cultivation?”

“I’m F* cking asking you where my mother is!”Qin Yu’s palm suddenly

stretched out and directly grabbed at the Lord!

But what surprised Qin Yu was that his palm actually directly pierced
through the black robe.

Under the black robe, there was no one there!

“You… . . Who exactly are you! ?”The expression on chief Bao’s face
changed drastically as countless black robed men charged in from behind
him.

“I am Qin Yu.”Qin Yu took a deep breath.

“You are Qin Yu?”Everyone’s faces immediately changed drastically!

The Lord’s voice once again propped up the black robe.



A voice came from under the black robe.

“It is rumoured that there is a person from the fire country…..”

“I am F * cking asking you where my mother is!”Qin Yu roared angrily,
shaking the entire hall into a buzzing sound!

The Lord then said in a deep voice: “I do not wish to be enemies with
you. It was all a misunderstanding before.”

After that, he floated in front of chief bao and said: “Where is

Bodhisattva Jade?”

Chief Bao swallowed his saliva and said: “Half an hour ago, I sent
someone to send her to be dealt with… . . I will call them to stop now.
There should still be time!”

Qin Yu gritted her teeth and said, “If my mother is fine, everything will
be fine. If my mother is missing a hair, I will make this triangle city
disappear!”
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sense?

President Bao didn’t dare to say anything. He hurriedly took out his
phone and was about to tell the other party to stop.

But he called several times, but no one picked up.

President Bao immediately panicked. His hands trembled as he said, “I…
I’ll send people to chase them now! I guarantee that your mother won’t
have any problems!”



Qin Yu stepped in front of boss Bao and said coldly, “Bring me there
immediately.” “Okay, okay.”At this time, boss Bao was already
panicking and kept nodding his head. Qin Yu grabbed boss Bao and his
body suddenly jumped, directly piercing through the palace.

“Tell me, where is My Mother?”Qin Yu asked coldly.

How would boss Bao Dare to lie? He told Qin Yu the exact location.

Qin Yu followed Chief Bao’s location and rushed to his destination.

This was triangle city, an extremely chaotic small country. The Flames of
war could be seen everywhere here. The location chief Bao gave was
quite far from the palace. Even with Qin Yu’s speed, it would take him
dozens of minutes.

Along the way, Qin Yu tried his best to rush to his destination.

“We are almost there, we are almost there, we are just ahead…”chief

Bao said with a trembling voice. He kept praying in his heart, afraid that
something would happen to Qin Yu’s mother.

Qin Yu’s glabella lit up as he activated his desolate divine eye and rushed
forward.

Soon, he saw the figures of a few men. They seemed to be digging
something.

As for his mother, she was lying on the side.

Qin Yu’s expression changed drastically. He couldn’t care less about
chief bao in his hand. He threw him aside and desperately rushed toward

his mother.



Even though Qin Yu was extremely fast, he was still one step too slow.

By the time Qin Yu arrived, his mother was already without any signs of
internal QI.

She was lying on the ground, and her body had already become a bit
cold.

“Mom…”Qin Yu hugged his mother’s figure. He tried to restore her life,
but it was too late.

This made Qin Yu extremely sad. He hugged his mother’s body tightly,
and tears could not help but flow out.

Qin Yu never thought that he would not even see his mother’s last face.
No matter how much Qin Yu shouted, this corpse would not have any
reaction.

“Who the F * CK Are You?”Chief Bao’s men held shovels and pointed
at Qin Yu’s nose.

Qin Yu held his mother’s body and slowly stood up.

He looked at them coldly and said in a low voice, “I will make all of you
pay the price.”

After saying that, the bodies of those people instantly turned into a
bloody mist.

Qin Yu held his mother’s body and felt a chill in his heart.

He didn’t shed another tear, but his face was terrifyingly cold.



Then, Qin Yu hugged his mother’s body and walked toward the palace
where the Lord was.

But when he returned to the palace, Chief Bao and Old Meng had already
disappeared. As for the Lord, what he left in the palace was actually just
an afterimage, not his real body at all.

Qin Yu took a deep breath and said in a low voice, “Do you think you
can escape? I will definitely, definitely kill you all…”

However, Qin Yu was not in a hurry. Instead, he brought his mother and
rushed back.

There was a pill in his pill formula. It was called the Ice Soul Divine Pill.
This kind of pill could protect the corpse from rotting. On the same day,
Qin Yu returned to the Divine Alchemist Pavilion and found Xiang
Danqing. After the pavilion master left, Xiang Danqing became the
Pavilion Master of the Divine Alchemist Pavilion.

It was already late at night, but Qin Yu pushed open the door and walked
in.

Xiang Danqing, who was sleeping soundly, was immediately jolted
awake. When he saw who it was, he couldn’t help but be shocked.

“Qin Yu, you…”

“Senior Xiang, I’ll explain to you in the future.”

“I need you to help me refine a pill, the Ice Soul Divine Pill. I’ll give you
the pill formula.”Qin Yu’s words sounded extremely calm.



Xiang Danqing frowned and said, “I’ve heard of the Ice Soul Divine Pill,
but I don’t have the pill formula.”

“I do. I’ll tell you how to refine it,”Qin Yu said coldly.

Although Xiang Danqing had many doubts, he didn’t ask further. He
immediately agreed to Qin Yu’s request and nodded.

The two of them went to the warehouse to get the medicine. Then, under
Qin Yu’s guidance, they began to refine the ice spirit pill.

The refinement of the ice spirit pill was not easy. In addition, Xiang
Danqing didn’t know the pill formula, so the pill was successfully refined
three times.

However, when the ice spirit pill took shape, it was already the night of
the second day.

An icy blue pill lay in the medicinal cauldron. “Pavilion Master Xiang,
please help me feed the pill.”Qin Yu looked at Xiang Danqing. Without

spirit energy, many things were very inconvenient to do. Qin Yu could
not even send the pill into his mother’s body.

Xiang Danqing agreed and then, according to Qin Yu’s request, sent the
ice spirit pill into his mother’s stomach. After doing all this, Xiang
Danqing asked, “Qin Yu, what’s going on? Who Is this woman?”

Qin Yu was silent for a moment, and then said, “My mother.”

“Your… Your Mother?”Xiang Dancing couldn’t help but be shocked.

Qin Yu grunted, and then said, “Pavilion Master Xiang, I’ll leave my
mother’s body to you for now.”



Xiang Danging frowned and said, “Qin Yu, Don’t blame me for being
direct. She’s already dead. Even if you keep her body, she won’t be able
to come back to life.”

Qin Yu took a deep breath and said, “I have to think of a way to bring
back her divine sense.”

As soon as he said that, Xiang Danqing’s eyes widened.

Bring back her divine sense?

In layman’s terms, it was to forcefully bring back her soul.

But where the soul would go after death, no one knew until now.

Some said that it would return to the Heavenly Dao, while others said
that it would enter the next reincarnation. But where it would go, no one
knew.

Could it be that Qin Yu wanted to go to the underworld to forcefully take
it back? That was a little too exaggerated.

No one had ever done such a thing before. Qin Yu did not explain to
Xiang Danqing anymore. He turned around and left the Divine Alchemist
Pavilion.
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On the Back Mountain of the Divine Alchemist Pavilion.

This was originally a barren hill, but under Xiang Danqing’s hard work,
it had turned into a green mountain and green water.



The moonlight hanging high in the sky was the only light here. The
people in the distance seemed to have fallen asleep long ago.

Everything was silent.

Qin Yu sat on the mountain in a daze.

His mind was in a mess, and his heart was filled with mixed feelings.

Even though he had never met his mother, the blood flowing in his body,
and even his constitution, were all inherited from his mother.

Qin Yu wanted to bring his mother’s divine sense back, but he didn’t
know what to do. The cold wind blew, and the medicinal herbs rustled.
Qin Yu was enveloped by the plants, but there wasn’t a trace of life in his
eyes.

He could not figure out why his father did not save his mother if the
so-called lord could not even defeat Qin Yu.

“I was so close. I was so close to saving my mother’s life…”Qin Yu

stood up from the ground. His long clothes fluttered like wings in the
wind, but his eyes were already full of tears.

This feeling of being so close yet disappearing in the blink of an eye was
the most painful. Qin Yu did not walk down the mountain for the whole
night.

He even thought of committing suicide and forcing his father to show
himself.

But in the end, this thought was dispelled by him.



At any time, there was only hope to live. Xiang Dancing had already
guessed that Qin Yu was on the back mountain, but he did not disturb
him. He just waited quietly in the courtyard.

Early in the morning, Qin Yu came down from the mountain.

He swept away the haze and looked extremely refreshed, as if nothing
had happened.

“Qin Yu, you… I’m sorry for your loss.”Xiang Danding struggled for a
long time. He was not good with words, so in the end, he only said a few
words.

Qin Yu smiled and said, “I’m fine now. By the way, Senior Xiang, do
you know a person called Lord in Triangle City?”.

“Lord?”Qin Yu frowned, then shook his head and said, “I’ve never
heard of him.”

“Okay, I got it.”Qin Yu didn’t stay any longer. He left after saying
goodbye to Xiang Danqing.

Lord and even old Meng disappeared overnight.

Qin Yu searched almost the entire rainbow village, but he couldn’t find
any trace of old Meng

The only thing he found was that the ancient array platform seemed to
have been moved by someone.

At that time, Qin Yu had been observing the array platform for a long

time. All the details couldn’t escape Qin Yu’s eyes.

There seemed to be traces of human activity on the array platform.



Not only that, the eight withered flags in the surroundings had also been
pulled out.

“Could it be that they left this place through this ancient array
platform?”Qin Yu thought to himself.

That lord was probably not simple. According to Qin Yu’s simple

investigation, this lord was actually the spiritual leader of triangle city.

In other words, he was like the faith of the entire triangle city. It was said
that when their city Lord took over, he would be called someone who
was arranged by the heavens, and that heavens referred to the lord.

Qin Yu came to this palace again.

There were many people in the palace, and they seemed to be discussing
something.

Chief Bao was the master behind Triangle City. Now that Chief Bao had

disappeared overnight, these people were planning a coup.

Qin Yu didn’t care about this, and he didn’t want to kill the innocent
anymore. Therefore, he bypassed the crowd and came to the door where
the Lord was.

That day, when Qin Yu came, it was pitch-black. Qin Yu didn’t have
time to observe carefully.

When he barged in again today, he found that there was a huge black
crystal in the camera lens of the long corridor. It blended with the
darkness.

Behind the crystal stood a huge statue.



The statue was also pitch-black. Qin Yu didn’t know whether it was

because of its huge size or other reasons, but he could feel a trace of
majesty emanating from the statue.

Qin Yu walked around the crystal and walked to the front of the statue.
He saw a faint light like a firefly flickering between the eyebrows of the
statue.

“What is this?”Qin Yu frowned slightly.

He stretched out his hand and touched the light.

In an instant, a figure appeared in Qin Yu’s mind.

This person wore a crown and held a scepter. His two eyes were emitting
two different colors, one black and one white.

His body was quite huge, but he was also extremely thin. The clothes he
wore seemed to be imperial clothing.

In front of this person, there were many people who looked like ministers
kneeling on the ground with respect. It was a heartfelt submission.

The scene flashed past and quickly disappeared without a trace.

Qin Yu frowned slightly.

Could it be that the huge figure was the lord they were talking about?

From this scene, it seemed to be the scene of the ancient imperial family
kneeling. Could it be that this lord was one of the Kings of triangle city

and had used some kind of secret technique to live until today?



Just as Qin Yu was deep in thought, he suddenly noticed that on one side
of the stone chair, there was a black leather box.

The box was locked and sealed with a secret technique.

However, this secret technique was not difficult for Qin Yu. He violently
tore open the black leather box.

Inside the black leather box, there were three

flags.

There were extremely strange characters carved on the flags. These
characters did not seem to come from Earth.

Qin Yu picked up the three flags and examined them carefully.

“These flags seem familiar… “Qin Yu muttered in a low voice.

“HMM?”Soon, Qin Yu realized that something was wrong!

Wasn’t this flag the flag needed to activate the ancient array platform?
Why would it appear here?

Could it be that the Lord had stored the spatial array flags needed to
traverse the void?

If that was the case, Qin Yu would be able to head to the saint realm by

himself. There was no need for him to rely on them to extradite him!

Thinking of this, Qin Yu hurriedly scouted his surroundings, wanting to
see if there were any similar array flags.
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Unfortunately, Qin Yu searched the entire palace, but could not find the
fourth formation flag.

He put away the flag, but he was not in a hurry to leave triangle city.
Instead, he asked around for information about the Lord.

As expected, the people of Triangle City respected the lord very much, as
if he was a god.

As for the black robed man beside him, they were all his followers.

The high lord that everyone spoke of was different, but no one knew
where the High Lord had gone.

It was only in the evening that Qin Yu left Triangle City.

Although he had not been able to find the high lord on this trip, he had
reaped quite a bountiful harvest.

This at least showed that there must be an array flag on earth. If one
wanted to go to the holy region, they did not have to rely on the people of
the Holy Region.

After bringing the array flag back to the fire country, Qin Yu once again
paid a visit to ye Qing, wanting him to help him retrieve the surveillance

footage and locate the position of the Lord.

Ye Qing did not know who the Lord was, but he had a deep
understanding of boss Bao.

“This boss Bao is the actual controller of Triangle City, and the city Lord
is just a puppet that he supports.”Ye Qing said as he smoked.



Qin Yu didn’t care about this. He just wanted to find this so-called Lord
and kill him to avenge his mother.

“Qin Yu, this commander Bao can’t die because this involves the
establishment of diplomatic relations. If you kill him, I’m afraid that

internationally…”ye Qing frowned.

As a member of the Military District, Ye Qing had to consider these

issues.

“Commander Ye, do you think the impact of me slaughtering triangle
city is greater or the impact of killing Commander Bao is greater?”Qin
Yu’s tone was full of threat.

Ye Qing was silent for a moment. He knew that Qin Yu’s words were not

false. As long as Qin Yu wanted to, massacring triangle city was nothing
at all.

“Okay, I can help you, but you have to keep it a secret,”ye Qing said.
Qin Yu nodded and said, “Thank you.”

After that, Qin Yu returned to the Heaven Gate.

That night, Qin Yu could not help but sigh slightly.

Although his current combat strength was not something that even
mighty figures were afraid of, without the support of spiritual power,
many things were extremely inconvenient to do.

He had no choice but to mobilize the people of the Heaven Gate to look
for the Lord of Triangle City.

For the next few days, Qin Yu stayed in the Heaven Gate.



Three days later, ye Qing asked someone to deliver a USB drive to Qin

Yu. Inside it was the surveillance footage that Qin Yu needed. He found
a computer and opened the surveillance footage.

Qin Yu carefully watched the video, afraid that he would miss a single
detail.

When he finished watching the video, he couldn’t help but feel mixed
emotions.

Director Bao, Old Meng, and the four black-robed men had indeed
disappeared near the ancient array platform.

“Could it be that they went directly to the Holy Region?”Qin Yu
couldn’t figure it out.

If they had the ability to go to the saint-level, why did they have to wait
until now.

Or could it be that the ancient array formation didn’t only lead to the
saint-level? It could also lead to other places?

But the ancient array formation on earth seemed to only lead to the
saint-level.

“These bastards really left decisively.”Qin Yu couldn’t help but curse in
his heart.

At this moment, Qin Yu didn’t know whether to be happy or sad. The
good thing was that it was now basically confirmed that there was a
formation flag on Earth that connected to the holy region. In this way, he
could also head to the Holy Region.



Just like Xiao Yu from before, she absolutely couldn’t rely on the people
from the holy region sects to head to the Holy Region.

And the sad thing was that it was said that the holy region was extremely
huge, tens of times, hundreds of times, or even thousands of times the
size of earth!

With such a vast area, it was even harder to find these B * stards than
ascending to the heavens.

Qin Yu could not help but grit his teeth and said in a low voice: “These
few pieces of trash, you better live well.”

…..

On a certain shore on the other shore of the fire country, there was a
small boat floating in the air.

The boat looked extremely dilapidated, as if it had gone through many
violent storms.

But it was just such a dilapidated boat, and there was a young man sitting
cross legged on

it.

His aura was surging, and every trace of his aura was fusing with the sea,
as if he had absorbed the internal Qi of the sea.

After a while, the young man suddenly opened his eyes!

In an instant, streams of dragon-like internal Qi surged out of his body,
creating waves that were hundreds of thousands of feet high!



The sea fish scattered all over the sky, and then fell down with crackling
sounds. Countless fishermen widened their eyes.

“Is this the legendary Prince of fishing?”Someone exclaimed.

“Prince of fishing? The one who claims to be invincible in the world of

fishing?”

The young man seemed to be quite dissatisfied with the title of Prince of
fishing.

With a wave of his hand, the fishing boat exploded instantly, and the
fishermen on the boat turned into a bloody mist.

Then, the young man snorted coldly. He stepped on the water and sped
toward the Great West.

This person was none other than Jiang he’s previous disciple, Jiang Yi.

Ever since his battle with Qin Yu, he had left Jiang he’s side.

Over the past few years, he had traveled almost the entire earth and
comprehended countless spells and insights. He had even developed a set
of spells that belonged to him.

Now, his realm had already reached the peak of the martial saint realm.
He was only a hair’s breadth away from being a half-step mighty figure!

It was not an exaggeration to say that other than those hidden mighty
figures, Jiang Yi was the person with the highest cultivation! “Qin Yu,
you’d better wait for me.”Jiang Yi muttered coldly as he stepped on the
surface of the sea.



He had been galloping on the surface of the sea for a few days like this.
What was surprising was that he did not seem to have exhausted his
internal Qi. His aura had always been at the peak!

After all, even if a mighty figure walked on the surface of the sea for a
few days, his spiritual power would be exhausted. However, Jiang Yi
was not affected at all!
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His spiritual power seemed to be endless as he walked on the surface of
the sea and headed towards the west.

This seemed to be one of Jiang Yi’s cultivation methods. His current
strength had already reached an unimaginable level.

But even so, Jiang Yi was still in no hurry to find Qin Yu.

He was quite familiar with Qin Yu’s life experiences.

Jiang Yi knew very well that Qin Yu couldn’t be measured by common
sense. Fighting across realms was nothing to him.

Therefore, Jiang Yi had to be fully prepared. He had to make sure that as
long as he made a move, he would definitely be able to kill Qin Yu.

“Before long, I will be able to step into the half-step almighty realm. At
that time, you will definitely die!”Jiang Yi’s eyes flickered with a scarlet
light, and there was a trace of madness on his face.

This speed of cultivation was indeed shocking.

Even among the top geniuses in JINGDU, no one had reached this realm!



It was not an exaggeration to say that in the current era, no one had
stepped into the half-step almighty realm.

On the other side, Qin Yu was sitting on the sofa in his bedroom, playing
with the three array flags in his hands.

The flags were dark yellow in color, and strange characters were carved
on them.

Qin Yu searched the library of the martial arts association in Jingdu, but
he still didn’t find any of these characters.

It seems that this array flag didn’t come from Earth, Qin Yu thought to
himself.

Otherwise, it would be impossible for there to be no records, or even no
clues.

After thinking about it, Qin Yu sent a picture of this array flag to the
martial arts forum, preparing to collect it. He also indicated that anyone
who provided the array flag or clues could ask him for a condition.

After that, Qin Yu stored the formation flag into the spatial artifact.

The next period of time was to wait for the formation flag or the arrival
of the people from the holy region.

This period of time seemed like a period of leisure for Qin Yu, but in
reality, he was still busy.

The nine transformation golden pill and Yan Ruoxue’s blood had yet to
be completely refined.



Even the Twilight Qi in the Holy Mausoleum was still unknown to Qin
Yu.

If he completed the remaining few transformations of the nine
transformation golden pill and completely absorbed Yan Ruoxue’s blood,
Qin Yu’s physical body would probably reach an unprecedented
terrifying level.

Qin Yu planned to head to the first mystic realm to absorb the remaining
blood and complete the nine transformation golden pill.

At this moment, ye Qing suddenly came to visit.

He was waiting for Qin Yu in the main hall as if he had something to do.

Qin Yu went straight to the main hall and said with a smile, “Commander
Ye, why are you looking for me?”

Ye Qing stood up and greeted Qin Yu. Then, he went straight to the
point, “I did find you here because I have something important to do.”

“Commander Ye, please speak,”said Qin Yu.

Ye Qing took out a document from his leather bag.

Then, he picked out a photo. In the photo, there was a small bottle of
green medicinal liquid.

“What is this?”Qin Yu asked in surprise.

Ye Qing said, “We just got the information. This is a special medicinal
liquid recently developed by a Western Laboratory. It’s called medicinal
liquid, but it’s better called strengthening agent.” “Strengthening
Agent?”This surprised Qin Yu. Ye Qing grunted and said, “According to



this laboratory, this strengthening agent can strengthen a person’s body.
As for how many times, it is still uncertain.”

Qin Yu could not help but be shocked when he heard this.

As the saying goes, the rich rely on technology, while the poor rely on
mutation.

In modern civilization, the power of science was incomparably strong.
However, Qin Yu had never thought that it could be developed into a
strengthening agent.

“This item has been used on many war criminals, but they have all failed.
It is said that the bodies of war criminals are too weak, so they can’t bear
it.”Ye Qing lit a cigarette and said.

“So they openly summoned martial artists to be volunteers.”

Qin Yu raised his eyebrows and said, “Commander Ye, don’t tell me you
want me to be a volunteer?”

Ye Qing shook his head and said, “I want to pick someone from Your

Heaven Gate.”

This sentence made Qin Yu a little unhappy.

Pick someone from the Heaven Gate? Treat a living being as a lab rat?
Qin Yu couldn’t accept it at all.

“If we’re talking about physical strength, no one in the Heaven Gate can
be compared to me. It’s better to let me go, “Qin Yu said with a gloomy
face.



Ye Qing said with a bitter smile, “Actually, I think so too. I’m just afraid

that you won’t accept it, so…”

“I really don’t want to accept it,”Qin Yu said with a gloomy face.

Ye Qing said in a low voice, “In fact, many people have already signed
up voluntarily, including martial artists from our country.”

“I don’t necessarily want you to go. It’s just that this thing might be able
to improve your physical body, which is also a good thing for

you.”

“With your personality, you will definitely be willing to take this risk.”

Qin Yu was silent for a moment.

Ye Qing’s words were not without reason.

Currently, Qin Yu no longer had any spirit energy in his body. All of his
methods relied on his physical body.

If he could improve his physical body, Qin Yu was indeed willing to take
this risk.

Therefore, Qin Yu took this document and casually glanced at it.

The laboratory was located on an isolated island in the west. It was said
that the name of the laboratory was Mad Man Laboratory. The products
that were developed were all quite crazy.

“Mad Man Laboratory… “Qin Yu was silent for a moment, then he
nodded and said, “Okay, I’ll agree. When do we set off?”.



Ye Qing said, “Three days later, in addition to you, there are people in
the military district who are willing to sign up. At that time, all of you
will set off together.”

“Okay.”Qin Yu nodded.

On the vast western sea, there was a lone Green Island.

On the island, the sound of crashing waves could be heard from time to

time. In the sky, there were huge unknown seabirds flying past. If one
was lucky, one could even see extremely huge underwater creatures
jumping up and then sinking into the water.

Such a scene was extremely rare. It was said that the people on the island
had searched more than half of the earth to find such a perfect place and
set up a laboratory here.

They employed soldiers and a large amount of military equipment all
year round.

These equipment were not used to protect the island, but to capture
undersea creatures and use their blood for research.

On the island, a group of people dressed as scientists shuttled back and
forth in the laboratory.

At this moment, a person rushed over from the surface of the sea, leaving
a long mark on the surface of the sea, as well as white waves.

His upper body was naked, revealing his strong bronze-colored muscles.

His lower body was wearing a pair of clothes that made him cry. He
looked extremely valiant.



This person was none other than Jiang Yi.

“Improve my physical body? Interesting. “Jiang Yi couldn’t help but
sneer.

“Qin Yu’s strongest strength is his physical strength. If my physical body
is not weaker than his, what can he use to defeat me?”

After saying that, Jiang Yi strode toward the laboratory.
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body

Jiang Yi was the first person to arrive at the Mad Man’s laboratory.

He passed through the mercenaries who stopped him and Strode into the
laboratory.

There were seven scientists in the laboratory. Although they looked quite
quiet, their eyes were filled with an unusual madness.

The scientists were quite surprised by Jiang Yi’s sudden intrusion.

“Who are you?”One of the scientists asked.

Jiang Yi didn’t answer the question. Instead, he asked coldly, “I heard
that you guys have developed a strengthening agent, right? where is it?”

Hearing that, the scientist immediately said, “Oh, you’re a volunteer,
right? Our experiment hasn’t officially started yet. You Can Wait.”

Upon hearing this, Jiang Yi suddenly raised his hand. A strong suction

force immediately grabbed the scientist in his hand.



The huge force made him extremely frightened.

Behind him, there were many mercenaries holding weapons pointing at
Jiang Yi.

“I asked you where the strengthening agent is!”Jiang Yi said coldly.

“Dr. Chicken, since he volunteered to test the strengthening agent for us,
you can satisfy him,”someone said behind him.

The scientist called Dr. Chicken hurriedly nodded and said, “Okay,
you… Let Go of Me First.”

Jiang Yi threw Dr. Chicken to the side and said coldly, “Cut the crap.
Hand Over the strengthening agent to me immediately.”

Dr. Chicken pushed his glasses and said, “This strengthening agent can
only be injected into you in our laboratory.”

Jiang Yi frowned slightly and said coldly, “Then take me there quickly!”

“Before injecting the strengthening agent, I have to tell you the things to
take note of in advance,” said Dr. Chicken.

“According to our research, this strengthening agent can indeed
strengthen the human body. Everyone’s endurance is different.”

“For example, we used the sea beasts in the sea for research. Currently,
the one with the strongest endurance is three bottles. After three bottles,
the human body will be three times stronger.”

“However, humans can’t even withstand one bottle at the moment, and
even half a bottle can kill them. We are also looking for a balance



point.”

Jiang Yi narrowed his eyes and sneered, “In other words, if it’s ten
bottles, the body will be ten times stronger?”

“Uh… that’s the theory, but no one can withstand ten bottles. We have

fished huge sea beasts in the sea, but we can only withstand three bottles,
“said professor chicken.

Jiang Yi sneered, “How can the beasts in the sea be compared to me?”

After all, Jiang Yi was at the peak of the Martial Saint Realm!

In the entire earth, no one could compare to him. Naturally, that demonic
beast could not compare to him.

“Young man, I must remind you, this…”

“Shut up and quickly inject me,”Jiang Yi rudely interrupted professor
chicken.

Seeing this, Dr. Chicken didn’t say anything more and immediately said,
“Then come with

us.”

Jiang Yi followed the doctors and came to a laboratory.

There was a white hospital bed in the laboratory with all kinds of
examination instruments beside it.

ex

Jiang Yi naturally wouldn’t accept such an examination. He lay on the
bed and said coldly, “Come on. Don’t stop until I say so, understand?”



Professor Chicken pushed up his glasses and said, “Then what should we
measure it with?”

“The bottle, of course, “Jiang Yi said with a frown.

Professor Chicken wanted to say something, but Jiang Yi glared at him
coldly.

Helpless, professor chicken could only follow Jiang Yi’s request and

inject the strengthening agent.

Jiang Yi closed his eyes slightly. Professor Chicken took out a bottle of
strengthening agent and injected it into Jiang Yi through a needle.

During this process, doctor chicken seemed to be a little nervous. He also
injected the bottle of strengthening agent very slowly, afraid that
something might go wrong. It was not until the whole bottle of
strengthening agent was injected into his body that doctor chicken let out
a long breath.

Jiang Yi, who was lying on the bed, seemed to be changing his body
quietly. Rays of light flowed along his meridians. The colorful light
completely enveloped Jiang Yi and then merged into his body.

Jiang Yi, who was lying on the bed, suddenly opened his eyes. He gently
clenched his fist. He could clearly feel the changes in the strength of his
body and the explosive increase in his strength.

“This strengthening agent… is really useful…”Jiang Yi’s eyes lit up and
he was overjoyed!

Professor ji asked carefully, “How… Do You Feel?”

“Very good, very good!”Jiang Yi couldn’t help but laugh.



He looked at Dr. Chicken and said coldly, “Continue. Don’t stop until I
say stop.”

The professors in the lab were naturally overjoyed!

Since they had developed the strengthening agent, Jiang Yi was the only
one who could withstand the strengthening agent!

Therefore, they didn’t waste any more time and immediately began to
inject Jiang Yi with the strengthening agent.

One bottle, two bottles, three bottles…

Jiang Yi only stopped after injecting eight bottles! At this moment, every
inch of his skin seemed to have been strengthened. Even his bones and
even his bone marrow were slowly evolving.

It was not like he was reborn, but it was almost enough!

“Eight bottles, you can actually withstand eight bottles!”Dr. Chicken and
the others were extremely excited!

Jiang Yi stood up from the bed. He slightly closed his eyes, as if he was
feeling the surging power in his body and his almost abnormal body!

“I really didn’t expect that other than cultivation, there is such a method
that can improve my physical body…”Jiang Yi sneered.

“With my current physical body and the realm that is enough to crush
Qin Yu, killing him is not a problem at all. hahahaha!”

Jiang Yi was extremely excited. He turned around and walked out of the
laboratory, leaving Dr. Chicken and the others looking at each other.



They had wanted to keep Jiang Yi, but Jiang Yi didn’t give him a chance

at all.

Not only that, Jiang Yi, who wasn’t a bad person, didn’t choose to
destroy the laboratory.

He was different from Gu Xinghe, he teng, and the others. He just
wanted to increase his strength and prove to Jiang he that he wasn’t
inferior to Qin Yu.

On the other side, Qin Yu and the others had already started to move
toward the Crazy Laboratory.

There were a total of 18 people in the group. These 18 people were the

elites of the military district. They had long longed for the famous Qin
Yu.

When they saw Qin Yu this time, they crazily expressed their admiration
for him.

Under ye Qing’s arrangements, the 19 people started to head towards the
Crazy Laboratory.

Chapter 1214 Chapter 1214: Injection of strengthening agent

Although Qin Yu was a little curious about the strengthening agent that
could improve one’s physical body, he was not surprised.

There was a record in the library of the martial arts association in Jingdu
that many large cultivation families would soak their bodies in some
heavenly and earthly treasures, Beast Blood, and other things, or even
inject them into their bodies, in order to increase the potential of their
descendants.



Another example was when the martial arts association in Jingdu
absorbed Yan Ruoxue’s blood. It was actually the same reason, but
everyone called it different.

However, for Qin Yu, this was indeed an opportunity.

Right now, Qin Yu’s spiritual energy was depleted, and he was unable to
cultivate. The only way to increase his strength was to increase his body.

It would take four whole days and four nights to go to the laboratory. A
desperate man like Qin Yu would definitely not waste a single second.

He closed his eyes slightly, intending to complete the remaining few
revolutions of the Nine Transformation Golden Pill.

Last time, he had already reached the fifth revolution, but the fifth
revolution had been interrupted by Qin Yu.

Now that he was circulating it again, he could only start from the sixth

revolution.

The nine transformation golden pill shone in Qin Yu’s body and
reconstructed his body through his meridians.

His body emitted crackling sounds like fried beans.

This sound naturally attracted a lot of people.

Almost all of the eighteen people ran over to watch.

Looking at Qin Yu’s body being continuously broken and then
reassembled, they felt a chill on their backs and fear in their hearts.

“What kind of cultivation method is this? It looks so terrifying.” “The
process of the physical body being destroyed must be very painful…”



“Cultivation is really a cruel thing. No wonder Mr. Qin could have such
achievements today.”

“First bitter, then Sweet.”

For a time, these eighteen people were all affected by Qin Yu’s actions.

In four days, Qin Yu’s physical body had been reconstructed three
hundred times.

However, the improvement brought by these three hundred times was not
as exaggerated as before.

It could only be said that the current physical body was already strong
enough, and there was already a limit to how much it could improve.

Qin Yu stood up from the ground. He gently clenched his fist, and there
was still an extremely dense power in his body.

The only thing that made Qin Yu feel regretful was that he was unable to
find a test standard.

Ordinary spells could not harm Qin Yu at all. Even a mighty figure who
burned his blood essence could only leave a wound in Qin Yu’s body.

“Those few mighty figures should be at the early-stage of the mighty
figure realm.”Qin Yu thought of the mighty figure who burned his blood
essence.

Speaking of which, he was looking forward to the fellow in He Teng’s

body.

Although that fellow was also at the mighty figure realm, he was much
stronger than that reclusive mighty figure.



The last time he saw him, Qin Yu could sense the extraordinary internal
Qi in his body.

Just the Polycoria alone could be seen.

Since ancient times, those who had polycoria were all heaven’s favorites.

Soon, the ship docked near the island.

Qin Yu led everyone down from the island. Ever since Jiang Yi got his
upgrade, professor chicken had been very enthusiastic about the visitors
because he wanted to find a balance point to improve his physical body.

Therefore, Qin Yu led everyone into the laboratory smoothly.

Professor Chicken saw Qin Yu and the others and immediately walked
forward and said, “Are you also here to experience the strengthening
agent?”

Qin Yu bowed and said, “That’s right.”

Professor chicken nodded slightly and repeated the things that he had to
pay attention to.

After receiving the confirmation from everyone, professor chicken said,
“Follow me.”

Nineteen people followed behind Professor Chicken and came to the
laboratory.

“I’m warning you guys. Other than that pervert not long ago, no one else
can withstand this strengthening agent,”professor chicken reminded them
again. “Pervert? What do you mean?”Qin Yu asked in surprise.



Professor Chicken waved his hand and said, “You don’t have to worry
about that. Who Wants to go first?”

“I’ll go first!”

“I’ll go first!” “Let me do it!” These eighteen people were all carefully
selected elites by ye Qing. They had an extremely strong spirit of
dedication, and they were not afraid of danger.

However, Qin Yu shook his head and said, “I’ll go first. If anything
happens to me, all of you will leave immediately.”

“That won’t do. Commander ye said that you must make sure that there
are no problems before you can take the injection,”someone at the side
said.

Qin Yu smiled bitterly. This ye Qing really valued him.

“The general is outside, so the emperor’s orders are not to be taken.
Alright, all of you listen to me,”Qin Yu said.

Seeing that Qin Yu insisted, they could not say anything more and could
only retreat to the side.
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Qin Yu lay on the bed and said, “Don’t stop until I tell you to stop.”

Professor Chicken, who was at the side, said with some surprise, “Your
words… are almost exactly the same as what that pervert said a few days
ago…” “Which pervert?”Qin Yu was even more curious.

Professor Chicken waved his hand and said, “If there is a problem, you
are responsible for it.”



Qin Yu nodded and said, “Come on.”

Professor Chicken didn’t say any more nonsense. He picked up the
strengthening agent and began to inject Qin Yu.

After one bottle, Qin Yu’s body was instantly strengthened.

This kind of strengthening process shocked even Qin Yu!

“This strengthening agent… is not inferior to the nine transformation
golden pill…”Qin Yu could not help but turn pale with fright.

Seeing Qin Yu’s expression, professor chicken thought that Qin Yu
could not bear it, so he said, “Come down, to be able to bear one bottle
is already very good.”

Qin Yu glanced at him, shook his head and said, “Continue.”

Professor chicken frowned, but in the end, he did not say anything and
continued to inject Qin Yu.

One bottle, two bottles, three bottles…

In the blink of an eye, Qin Yu had already injected eight bottles of
strengthening agent!

And his physical body had been greatly strengthened!

His body, which was originally incomparably tough, had become as
tough as steel. His strength was even more powerful and unfathomable!

“Do… Do you still want to continue?”Professor Chicken turned pale
with fright and broke out in cold sweat. Qin Yu glanced at him and

repeated, “Don’t stop until I say so.”



Professor Chicken said with some excitement, “You are the person who
has received the most strengthening agents so far!”

Then, he did not say any more nonsense and continued to inject
strengthening agents into Qin Yu.
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The ninth bottle, the tenth bottle, was injected into Qin Yu’s body.

As the tenth bottle ended, that Professor Chicken became even crazier!

He couldn’t believe that someone could withstand the weight of ten
bottles and didn’t seem to have any intention of stopping!

In the blink of an eye, Qin Yu had already endured a total of fifteen
bottles.

When it was the sixteenth bottle, professor chicken stopped what he was
doing.

His eyes lit up and his palms trembled slightly as he looked around in
panic.

Qin Yu frowned and said, “Why did you stop? Didn’t I say not to stop

until I say so?”

Professor chicken said, “I don’t want to stop either, but we don’t have
any more strengthening agents.”

“Are you done?”Qin Yu sat up from the bed.

Professor chicken hummed and said, “I didn’t expect you to be able to
withstand so many strengthening agents. How Do You Feel Now?”



Qin Yu gently clenched his fist and said, “It is indeed effective.
Compared to before, my physical body should be four to six times
stronger.”

Four to six times was an extremely abnormal number for Qin Yu’s body!

His body was already invincible to begin with, but now, he was six times
stronger. What kind of concept was that!!

Not to mention ordinary mighty figures, even peak mighty figures would
probably not be able to compare!

The eighteen people beside him seemed to feel somewhat regretful,
because they had yet to experience this strengthening agent.

“Speaking of which, where did you get this strengthening agent?”Qin Yu
stood up and asked as he paced around.

Professor Chicken did not hide anything. He pointed at the vast sea
outside the laboratory and said, “It’s condensed from the blood taken

from the bodies of the creatures in the sea.”

“From the sea? That’s a Demon Beast.”Qin Yu thought to himself.

It seemed like Qin Yu’s guess was correct.

This so-called strengthening agent was on the same principle as the beast
blood recorded in the book, which was used to enhance the potential and
even the body.

“This kind of creature is very rare.We have been here for three years and

tested hundreds of marine creatures, but none of them had such an effect.
Only that one,”said professor chicken.



Qin Yu asked, “Do you have a picture of that creature?”

Professor chicken hummed and said, “Yes.”

Then, he ordered the people around him to rummage through the cabinets

and took out a picture.

Qin Yu took the picture.

There was a fiery-red demonic beast on the picture.

The Demonic Beast’s body was fiery-red, and its appearance was
somewhat similar to that of a chicken.

Feathers stood up on its body, but these feathers flickered with a cold
light and were extremely sharp. They were enough to easily cut through
steel and even mountains. Its beak reflected the radiance of the sea. It
looked as bright as silver, and its sturdiness was probably beyond
imagination.

“A cub?”Qin Yu frowned.

Professor chicken nodded and said, “That’s right. We speculate that it’s

also a cub.”

Qin Yu didn’t know what kind of demon beast it was, and so did
professor chicken and the others.

However, it looked like a chicken, so it was named Sea Chicken.

Although it was quite similar to a chicken, compared to a chicken, it was
more beautiful and enchanting.



“Aren’t you afraid that the parents of this sea chicken will find you and
kill you?”Qin Yu asked casually.

Professor chicken shook his head and said, “We have already obtained

this sea chicken for a whole month. There are no parents. Besides, even
if there are, we are not afraid because we have the most sophisticated
military equipment. Even if it is a monster, we can blast it into pieces.”

Qin Yu could not help but laugh, “Are you talking about the ones placed
at the door?”

“That’s right. These are donated by Western countries. They are
extremely powerful.”Professor chicken was slightly proud.

Qin Yu, however, remained silent.

These professors had obviously underestimated the power of adult demon
beasts.

Such demon beasts were definitely not something that ordinary military
equipment could injure.

“Where’s the corpse of that sea chicken cub?”Qin Yu asked.

Professor chicken replied, “It’s in the warehouse.”

Qin Yu immediately followed Professor Chicken and entered the
warehouse.

Opening the door of the warehouse, a pungent smell of blood assailed his
nostrils.

In the huge warehouse, there were hundreds of Demon Beasts’corpses.
Each of them had scars left by the cannon fire.



Seeing such a cruel scene, Qin Yu couldn’t bear

it.

Professor chicken seemed to have seen through Qin Yu’s thoughts, he
pointed at the corpses and said, “These beasts took the initiative to attack
us. Back then, we brought an entire team of 100 people. Now, there are
only seven of US left.”

Qin Yu came to a sudden realization and nodded, “I see.”

Professor chicken snorted and said, “These beasts ran rampant in this sea
area and killed countless people. Fortunately, there were donations from
various countries. Otherwise, we would have died here.”

Qin Yu walked into the warehouse and found the sea chicken.

This sea chicken was actually the size of a huge rock!

And such a huge body was actually just a cub.

Qin Yu walked forward and caressed his corpse. As expected, the
feathers on the sea chicken’s body were like steel blades, and its beak
was extremely hard. One had to know that this was just a cub and had yet

to grow. Otherwise, who knew how hard the body of this thing would be.

“We plan to use this corpse to continue attracting his kind,” said
professor chicken.

Qin Yu frowned, “No, with your equipment, you are no match for them.”

Professor chicken sneered, “Then where did the corpse in the warehouse
come from? This sea chicken is just a beast after all. In front of our fine
military equipment, it is not worth mentioning.”



After saying that, professor chicken ordered his men to drag the sea
chicken’s corpse out and throw it on the beach.

Qin Yu did not want to get involved in this matter, but this item could

indeed improve one’s physical body. In addition, the other 18 people had
not yet undergone the strengthening agent, so Qin Yu temporarily stayed

behind.
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Professor Ji arranged accommodation for Qin Yu and the rest. At the
same time, he also arranged for mercenaries to adjust the military
equipment and prepare to face the demon beasts.

There were many demon beasts here. Although it was an isolated island,
the demon beasts here were rampant.

According to Professor Ji, there were once residents on this island, and it
was not a small city-state.

It was precisely because of the wanton slaughter of the demonic beasts
here that a city-state was destroyed, and countless people died here.

At night, Professor Chicken poured a glass of wine for Qin Yu. The two
of them sat on the beach, enjoying the sea breeze.

Ever since he saw Qin Yastonishing physique, Professor Chicken started
to have mischievous thoughts.

Taking advantage of the alcohol, professor chicken said, “Can I take a
tube of your blood and use it for our research institute? I’ve never heard

of a physique like yo”



Qin Yu thought for a moment. A tube of blood didn’t matter, so he
nodded and agreed.

After receiving Qin Yaffirmative answer, professor chicken was so
excited that he was dancing with joy.

“By the way, who is that pervert you mentioned before?”Qin Yu was
puzzled.

Professor chicken said, “It’s a stranger. He’s about the same age as you.
He has endured eight tubes of strengthening agent.”

Qin Yu didn’t think much of it. In his opinion, any martial artist could
take the strengthening agent.

After three rounds of drinking, it was getting late. The wind blowing
from the seaside also became a bit cold.

“At night, it’s the time when these underwater creatures come and go,
“professor ji said. He took out his cell phone, flipped through the photo
album and said, “Look, these people died at their hands.”

In the photo, there were a large number of corpses, which looked terrible.

The island was even more dilapidated, with rocks rolling down.

According to Dr. Chicken, the local people had sent warriors to fight
with this demon beast many times, but in the end, they all suffered heavy
casualties.

Qin Yew very well that demon beasts didn’t like humans, so they
attacked humans.



This kind of thing couldn’t be said to be right or wrong. Everyone was
doing it for survival.

For demonic beasts, especially those without divine sense, they could
only obey the most basic laws of the dark forest.

In such an environment, there was no way to be humane, and even less to
be compassionate.

“Alright, yoould go back and rest first. If there are demonic beasts
around tonight, there will be a big battle.”Professor Chicken put his
hands behind his back, showing an impressive posture of giving pointers.

Qin Yiled and said, “I think I should stay behind to prevent any
problems.”

“Yoould hurry back. That huge battle will be a bloodbath.”Professor
Chicken said calmly.

Qin Yu wanted to repeat himself and tell him that these equipment could
not harm the sea chicken. However, Qin Yew that Professor Chicken

would not believe him, so he did not insist.

The night passed peacefully. The sea chicken didn’t come.

It seemed that the corpse of the sea chicken was useless.

However, Qin Yu was also waiting for the opening of the Saint Realm,
so he wasn’t in a hurry, so he brought everyone to stay. In the blink of an
eye, three days passed.

During these three days, the sea chicken didn’t appear.



The sea chicken chicks on the shore had already rotted and were almost
rotten.

“Looks like it won’t be easy to find this sea chicken, “Qin Yid.

Professor chicken said, “Don’t be anxious. Wait a little longer. We have

other methods.”

During these three days, Qin Yu followed Professor Chicken and visited
their laboratory and research process. It had to be said that this was a
group of extremely crazy and knowledgeable doctors. People who
focused on learning were quite admirable.

“Mr. Qin, according to this progress, how much longer do we have to

wait?”Some of the soldiers seemed to be unable to wait any longer.

Qin Yu waved his hand and said, “Let’s Wait a little longer. Doctor
Chicken said that they have a way. Just treat it as taking advantage of
these few days off.”

If you wanted something, you had to pay a price. Paying a little time was
probably the smallest price.

That night.

Qin Yu lay on the bed and looked at his phone.

At this moment, his phone suddenly rang. He picked up the phone and
saw that it was an unfamiliar number.
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Qin Yu picked up the phone and asked suspiciously, “Who are you?”
Someone on the other end said, “Are you Mr. Qin, Qin Yu?”

Qin Yid, “It’s me.”

The other party quickly said, “I saw your post on the Martial Arts Forum.
You’re looking for a flag, right?”

“That’s right. Don’t tell me you have it?”Qin Yu hurriedly sat up from
the bed.

The other party agreed and said, “I don’t have it, but I have a clue.”

“Okay, what clue?”Qin Yu hurriedly asked.

The other party smiled embarrassedly and said, “Yoid that if you provide
a clue, you can fulfill one condition, right? Any Condition?”

Qin Yu thought for a moment and said, “As long as it’s not too excessive,
I will agree.”

“En…”the other party was silent for a moment, and then he smiled
embarrassedly and said, “I only have one condition. I want to be your
disciple, is that okay?” Hearing this, Qin Yu was first stunned, then he
laughed.

In truth, there had been quite a number of people who wanted to
acknowledge Qin Yu as their master in the past few years, but their talent
wasn’t that great. In fact, their attitude towards cultivation wasn’t even
good.

Qin Yew clearly in his heart that they weren’t doing this to acknowledge
him as their master, but to acknowledge him as their master through fame,
connections, and connections.



“I might be going to the holy region very soon, so I won’t be able to
bring you any social status. What’s the point of you looking for me to

acknowledge you as your master?”Qin Yid.

Hearing this, the other party hurriedly said, “No, no, no. I really want to
cultivate with

you.”

Qin Yu thought for a long time and said, “Alright then. Let’s find some
time to meet.”

“Okay, okay!”The other party was immediately overjoyed. “Now can

you tell me about the formation flag?”Qin Yu asked over the phone.
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The other party agreed and said, “Of co. As far as I know, this kind of
array flag has appeared in Luhuang Island recently.”

“Luhuang Island? where is that?”Qin Yu frowned and asked.

The other party was somewhat surprised and said, “Don’t yoow about

Luhuang Island? That used to be the largest underground trading market

in the world.”

Qin Yu frowned slightly. He had never heard of this Luhuang Island.

Qin Yew a lot about the underground trading market.

It was said that in that place, anything could be bought and sold,
including life.



Many top cases were completed in the underground trading market.

“Help me keep an eye on this array flag. No matter how much it costs, I
will get my hands on it, “Qin Yid in a deep voice. “This… I’m afraid I

can’t guarantee it, “the other party said with some embarrassment.

“Mr. Qin, you’d better come here early to prevent this item from being

taken away by others.”

Qin Yu was silent for a moment and said, “I can’t go there now. It’ll take
me at least five days.”

Even if Qin Yu rushed back now, it would take him four whole days to

arrive.

The other party thought for a moment and said, “How about this? I will

go to Deer Emperor Island now and try to help yoep this item. But I can’t
guarantee whether it will succeed or not.”

“Okay, thank you. I will do it as soon as possible, “Qin Yid.

“This is what I should do,”the other party said with a smile.

After the conversation, they learned that this person’s name was Di Zun,
and he was only in his twenties.

The two of them didn’t chat anymore. After discng, they hung up the
phone. This phone call couldn’t help but make Qin Yu a little anxious.

The array flag was very important to Qin Yu because it was one of the
ways to enter the Holy Region.

If no one from the holy region ever came again, then the array flag could
only go to the holy region.



Qin Yu looked out of the window at the calm sea, and his heart became
more and more anxious.

This made it even harder for him to fall asleep.

Therefore, he got up and walked out of the laboratory

Professor chicken was not sleeping. He was discng something with a
group of mercenaries.

Seeing Qin Yu walking out, professor chicken waved his hand and said,
“Go back quickly. It’s no longer safe here.”

Hearing this, Qin Yid in surprise, “Professor Chicken, you have thought
of a way?”

“That’s right. After so many years of research, we have long had a way
to summon creatures from the sea, “said Professor Chicken.

A trace of doubt flashed across Qin Yface. Even the spell to summon a
demon beast was very difficult to learn, let alone other methods?

Moreover, who could guarantee that the demon beast summoned was a
sea chicken?

Professor Chicken didn’t explain further and only stared at the surface of
the sea.

A moment later, two mercenaries came out with a piece of equipment.

The equipment looked quite strange. There was a huge horn pointing at
the surface of the sea, as if it was going to emit some sound.

“What is this thing?”Qin Yu asked.



Professor chicken shook his head and said, “I can see that you don’t have
much knowledge, so I can’t explain it to you. You only need to know
that this thing can summon a sea chicken.”

This made Qin Yu feel a little awkward. In front of Professor Chicken,
Qin Yu indeed didn’t have much knowledge, but he didn’t really believe
Professor Chicken’s words.

Then, Professor Chicken pressed the switch on the device.

He thought that the device would emit some strange sound, but what
surprised Qin Yu was that the device actually didn’t make any sound. It
was completely silent.

“This sound can summon sea chickens, and it can only summon sea
chickens,”professor chicken said.

Qin Yratched his head and said, “How can there be a sound?”

Professor Chicken looked at Qin Yu with some disdain and said, “It’s not
a sound. It’s something that we humans can hear.”

Qin Yu opened his mouth and suddenly understood. At the same time, he
felt a little ashamed.

Ever since he entered the path of cultivation, Qin Yu had not taken
scientific research seriously.

However, after this incident, Qin Yu finally understood that different
professions were like different mountains. Qin Yu did not understand
science, just like professor chicken did not understand magic.



When dealing with all things that were own, one should maintain a heart
of reverence.

“Let’s wait. At the latest, in an hour, that sea chicken will definitely
appear.”Professor Chicken had his hands behind his back. His originally
slightly hunched body now looked somewhat tall.

“Let’s hurry back. That laboratory is made of special materials. That sea
creature can not enter.”Professor Chicken pointed at the laboratory and
said.

Qin Yook his head and said, “Professor Chicken, I’m afraid you have

really underestimated this sea chicken.”

“You have underestimated our weapons.”Professor Chicken said faintly.

Qin Yu could not help but sigh in his heart.

Professor Chicken, who had mastered top-notch technology, naturally
would not believe Qin Ywords.

Helpless, Qin Yu could only retreat to the side and quietly watch the sea
surface.

As the sound of the equipment was emitted, the sky suddenly became a
little gloomy.

Large patches of dark closuddenly appeared in the sky, covering the
original blue color.

The sea surface also began to become restless.

From time to time, large waves would blow up, slapping the surface of
the sea and making loud sounds.



It was as though a storm was coming.

Professor Chicken placed his hands behind his back and said calmly,
“That beast is coming.”

Qin Yu also activated his desolate God’s eye at the same time, looking
straight at the bottom of the sea.

“Splash…”

The waves on the surface of the sea were getting bigger and bigger. In
the distance, there were waves that were only half a meter high. But
when they got closer, they were already several stories high!

At the same time, through the desolate God’s eye, Qin Yw the demon

beast that was churning under the sea!

This Demon Beast was the sea chicken! “So Powerful!”

Qin Yu could not help but be shocked! He was immediately more
interested in Professor Chicken’s equipment!

It turned out that other than spells, there were other ways to summon
Demon Beasts!
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The sea water was already churning, and the sea chicken’s movements
brought up stormy waves as it pounded on the shore.

The sea chicken was getting closer and closer, bringing up waves that
were already several meters high.



However, Professor Chicken didn’t panic at all, as if he was already used
to it.

He placed his hands behind his back and said indifferently, “The sea
chicken is here.”

At this time, Qin Yu was full of curiosity about the equipment.

He patted the metal lump and said, “Professor Chicken, how does this

thing work? Can You Give Me One?”

If he could bring this thing to the holy region, he could probably use it to
summon Demon Beasts, right?

Professor chicken said indifferently, “You don’t have our professional
knowledge, so you can’t use this thing. Different demon beasts have
different audio frequencies.”

Seeing this, Qin Yu could only sigh.

If he had known earlier, he would have studied hard.

“Hurry up and go back. It’s going to be dangerous here soon,” said
Professor Chicken.

Qin Yiled and said, “Don’t worry, I’ll be careful.”

Professor Chicken said in a low voice, “That’s good too. I’ll let yoe our
equipment.” Originally, Qin Yu didn’t believe in these weapons, but
after seeing Professor Chicken’s equipment to summon Demon Beasts,
Qin Yu immediately wavered.

He wanted to see if these weapons could hurt the sea chicken.



“COO COO!”

At this moment, a chicken-like cry broke the silence of the island!

The sound was extremely mournful. It cut across the sky, and the shaking
seawater kept rolling! In the next second, the sea chicken b out from
under the seawater!

This sea chicken was extremely huge. It was dozens of meters tall. Its
fiery red radiance, coupled with its silver-like beak, outlined its beauty!

“So Huge!”

At this moment, even professor chicken was a little shocked!

Qin Yu was not surprised. Even a baby was so huge, let alone an adult
sea chicken.

“Fire, Fire!”Professor Chicken hurriedly gave the order!

With that order, cannon fire filled the sky!

Countless cannonballs shot towards the huge sea chicken!

The bullet landed on the steel-like feathers of the sea chicken, producing
a metallic sound that was extremely ear-piercing.

Then, the bullet exploded on the sea chicken’s body!

What was shocking was that the flame did not leave even a trace on the
sea chicken’s body!

When he saw this scene, doctor chicken’s expression changed drastically!



“How is this possible!”Doctor Chicken’s pupils dilated and he was
dumbstr

He stood there, stunned for a moment.

The cannon fire did not hurt the sea chicken, but it angered the sea
chicken.

Its pupils emitted a cold gaze, which was extremely shocking and made
people feel a chill on their backs.

While Professor Chicken was in a daze, the sea chicken had already
flapped its wings!

This pair of wings was incomparably huge, and the hurricane that blew
up swept the weapons on the shore into the sea!

“Be careful!”Seeing this, Qin Yu hurriedly pulled professor chicken to
prevent him from being injured by the hurricane.

Doctor Chicken finally came back to his senses and hurriedly said, “Oh
no, we have underestimated the power of this adult sea chicken. Quickly
go back, quickly go back!”

“Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh!”

The sea chicken was already furious. The feathers on its body were like
steel blades, cutting through the air and shooting towards them!

The sky was filled with flying feathers, and there was nowhere to hide!
Countless mercenaries on the shore were instantly pierced through, and
the feathers pierced straight into the laboratory, easily breaking through
the defense of the laboratory!



Doctor Chicken’s expression changed drastically!

At this moment, he realized that he had provoked the wrong person, no,
he had provoked the wrong chicken!

“Quickly… quickly escape!”Doctor Chicken said with some panic.

Not only doctor chicken, the rest of the people in the laboratory were also
panicking.

“Escape? It’s just a small island, where are you going to escape to?”Qin
Yook his head.

Professor Chicken’s face was filled with despair, but he quickly calmed
down.

He looked at the enormous sea chicken and said, “When I came to this

island, I had already thought of this day. Come!”

After saying that, professor chicken opened his arms and actually
intended to die!

The sea chicken seemed to understand professor chicken’s words. Its
cold eyes looked at Professor Chicken. Then, it lowered its head, and the
feathers on its back shot toward Professor Chicken!

The feathers on the sea chicken were small, but in fact, they were as
thick as a telephone pole! It was extremely terrifying!

The strong wind brought by the feathers blew away the skin and flesh on
doctor chicken’s face.

At this moment, Qin Yood in front of doctor chicken.



He stretched out his jade- like palm and slapped forward.

In the blink of an eye, Qin Yu had already slapped out dozens of palms,
knocking away all the feathers that shot towards him!

“Clang Clang Clang” The feathers shot out in all directions in an irregular
manner, finally piercing into the island and shattering all the boulders.

“So Hard.”Qin Yu looked at his own palm.

At the moment of collision, the force was extremely great, but this
feather was actually not shattered by Qin Ypalm strike, it was truly rare.

Doctor Chicken, who was already prepared to die, hurriedly opened his
eyes.

He looked at Qin Yu, who was standing in front of him, and could not
help but say excitedly, “Is… is it the strength that the enhancer gave you!
That’s great, my enhancer is really effective!”

“… “Qin Yu opened his mouth, not knowing how to explain it to him.

“What does it have to do with your enhancer? Don’t yoow, Mr. Qin is
the number one person in the world!”A soldier who followed him could

not help but say.

Professor chicken frowned and asked, “What is the number one person in

the world?”

“Your strengthening agent is indeed useful, but it has not reached that
level yet.”Another person interrupted. “Alright, now is not the time to

talk about this. “Qin Yu waved his hand and said.



He looked at the huge sea chicken in front of him with great interest. His
eyes revealed a strong desire to fight.

This sea chicken’s strength was not ordinary, and its body was extremely
tough and fierce.

More importantly, Qin Yu could see his cultivation base.

This sea chicken had probably reached the peak of the martial saint realm.
This was almost the strongest opponent Qin Yu had encountered so

far.
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body!

The physical strength of a sea chicken at the peak of the martial saint
realm had probably surpassed that of an ordinary Almighty. More
importantly, this was a sea chicken with vigorous qi and blood. It would
be the best way to test out this physical body.

Qin Yu raised his head to look at this sea chicken. Then, he hooked his
finger and said with a smile, “Come, let me see what you can do.”

The sea chicken seemed to understand Qin Ywords. Its eyes emitted an
extremely intense chill. The feathers on its body also stood up like
knives.

After an angry roar, the sea chicken’s enormous wings pounced towards
Qin Ybody!

Under this intense hurricane, everyone’s movements were affected.



Qin Ybody was like a knife, cutting through the hurricane and easily
dodging to the side. “Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh!”

The sea chicken bowed slightly, and the feathers on its back immediately
shot towards Qin Yu.

Qin Yu narrowed his eyes. This time, he actually gave up on dodging
and planned to take it head-on!

“Clang! Clang! Clang!” All the feathers shot onto Qin Ybody, emitting
bs of explosive sounds that were extremely ear-piercing! However, what
was shocking was that Qin Ybody was still pure and flawless. The
feathers could not hurt him at all, not even leaving a single white mark!
Everyone was shocked when they saw this!

Even the sea chicken was stunned. It could not believe that someone’s
body could reach such a level!

Qin Yu nodded in satisfaction.

Indeed, the strengthening of his body during this period of time was
stronger than Qin Yu had imagined!

“Don’t you have any other attacking methods? I still want to try.”Qin Yu
opened his mouth, revealing a mouthful of white teeth.

The sea chicken was instantly enraged. Two rays of light suddenly shot
out from its eyes.

The light poured down like a flood. It was incomparably thick, drowning
Qin Yentire body!

But when the light dissipated, Qin Yu was still unharmed.



The strength of this body was even beyond Qin Yimagination!

He lowered his head to look at this strange body of his. He couldn’t help
but Mutter in a low voice, “If I recover my spiritual power, God knows
what kind of strength I’ll be able to unleash…”

Without spiritual power, he was already like this. If his spiritual power
was restored to its peak, even mighty figures might not be his match!

At this moment, a faint light flickered on the back of the sea chicken.

This light was like an invisible hand that was actually changing the
feathers and spikes on the back of the sea chicken.

These feathers slowly reassembled on its body, and in the end, they
actually turned into two large blood-red hands!

Using the feathers and spikes as bones, they transformed into two large
human-shaped hands!

“Oh? There’s actually such a method?”This made Qin Yu unable to help
but be greatly shocked.

“Boom!”

Very quickly, the two large hands behind the sea chicken clenched their
fists and directly smashed towards Qin Yu!

Qin Yeyes revealed a strong fighting spirit. He grinned and sneered, then
clenched his fists and went up to meet it!

In front of sea chicken’s huge hand, Qin Yfist was extremely small, like
a grain of sand that was not worth mentioning!
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However, it was this extremely small fist that erupted with a power that
shook the world!

At the moment of collision, between the two fists, there was actually an
extremely dazzling light!

This light was like sparks from the collision between the two of them, but
it was like a sun and moon on the sea. It was incomparably bright,
making people unable to open their eyes for a moment!

The storm that was swept up almost destroyed the entire island!

This time, neither side seemed to feel anything from the collision.

Qin Yu looked at his fist. It was as good as new.

The Fist of the sea chicken was formed from feathers after all. It did not
feel any pain, only a few feathers were scattered.

A trace of fear and anger flashed through the eyes of the sea chicken.

It did not expect that a tiny human would have such terrifying strength!

Qin Yu could not help but laugh out loud, “Not bad, not bad. I have not
experienced this kind of hand-to-hand combat for a long time!”

Demonic Beasts were demonic beasts after all, not to mention that it had
not yet formed a complete divine sense.

This also resulted in it not having any complicated attacking methods,
only having a single method of fighting head-on! And this was exactly
what Qin Yu needed. How could he not be excited!



“Boom!”

Very soon, sea chicken’s second punch had already arrived. Qin Yill
chose to fight head-on.

After three consecutive punches, one-third of the feathers and bone spon
sea chicken’s fist had already been worn away. This made sea chicken
even more furious.

Qin Yeered and said, “You hit me three times. It’s time for you to taste
my fist.”

As he spoke, the divine power in Qin Yentire body was boiling.

The originally slender arm was now revealing its blue veins, becoming
incomparably thick.

His right fist was tightly clenched, and his momentum was like a dragon!

Qin Yomped his foot, and his body exploded, causing the ground
beneath his feet to instantly shatter into pieces!

His body relied on the strength of his body to explode towards the sea
chicken.

His fist contained the power to destroy everything in its path. It brought
up a strong wind on the surface of the sea, as if it was going to split the
surface of the sea into two!

At this moment, everything was making way for Qin Yu. Even the air
was sliced open!

Accompanied by Qin Yfurious roar, that divine fist ruthlessly smashed
towards the huge body of the sea chicken!
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strengthening agent!

This punch contained a force of a thond catties as it mercilessly smashed
towards the sea chicken!

And at this moment, the sea chicken’s two palms rapidly reformed, once
again covering its body to resist Qin Ypunch. “Clang!” In an instant,
sparks flew in all directions. The sea chicken’s feathers were like steel
protecting its body, but a few were still shattered by that punch!

Its huge body even took a few steps back in the sea.

The feathers that had already been shattered pierced into its empty body,
causing blood to gush out.

“It’s this blood!”Professor Chicken immediately shouted excitedly.

Meanwhile, Qin Yu beckoned to the sea chicken, “Come, continue!”

However, at this moment, the sea chicken was already starting to be
afraid. There was no longer any killing intent in its eyes. Instead, it
revealed traces of fear.

Without a complete divine sense, everything it did was instinctive.

At this moment, its huge body was trembling in the water like a
frightened puppy.

Looking at its trembling state, Qin Yu couldn’t help but be moved. For a
moment, he couldn’t even bear to do it.

“Why? Are You Afraid?”Qin Yu asked.



The sea chicken’s huge body didn’t say a word. It was extremely docile.

For a moment, Qin Yu didn’t know whether to laugh or cry. He never
thought that this huge and powerful sea chicken would be as harmless as
a docile little animal at this moment.

Qin Yu laughed bitterly. He pointed at the sea chicken’s wound and said,
“I’ll get some blood from you and then let you go. Is that okay?”

The sea chicken’s divine sense seemed to be very low. It couldn’t
understand Qin Ywords at all.

“Get me a few porcelain jars,”qin youted at Professor Chicken.

Professor Chicken naturally didn’t dare to waste any time. He hurriedly
ran back to the laboratory with his men and took out a few huge porcelain
jars.

Qin Yu turned around and took the porcelain jar in his hand. Then, he
walked towards the sea chicken’s wound.

He followed the fresh blood from the wound and collected it with the
porcelain jar.

However, the sea chicken, which had an extremely low divine sense, did
not understand what Qin Yu was doing.

The frightened sea chicken immediately became irritable, and its body
swayed.

“Don’t move!”

Qin Youted, then raised his hand and grabbed the sea chicken’s arm.



The sea chicken still wanted to struggle, but to its surprise, it could not
move at all under Qin Ytremendous strength!

This made the already terrified sea chicken even more disheartened!

It understood that the power contained in this tiny human in front of it
was not something it could withstand!

This also made the sea chicken slowly calm down. It stood motionless in
the sea, afraid of angering this human.

Qin Yu filled the few large porcelain jars with fresh blood. Then, he
looked at professor chicken and shouted, “Is it enough?”

Professor chicken nodded repeatedly and said, “It’s enough, it’s enough.”

Only then did Qin Yop. He patted the huge head of the sea chicken and
said, “Alright, let’s go. You have to treat the wound yolf.”

The sea chicken stood motionless in the sea water like a statue.

Qin Yew that it didn’t understand his words, so he ignored it and turned
around to return to the island.

“I’ll leave the blood to you, “Qin Yid.

Professor Chicken took the blood and gave Qin Yu a thumbs up. “I didn’t
expect this beast to be so obedient.”

Qin Yiled bitterly. “Everything it does is instinctive. It will naturally be
attracted to Qiang.”

“Okay, let’s not disturb it. Let it go back,”Qin Yid with a wave of his
hand.



Professor chicken was dancing with excitement. How could he care about

this sea chicken? He immediately got someone to bring the jar full of

blood back to the laboratory.

Qin Yu did not stay ode and followed him back to the laboratory.

It was not until ten minutes after Qin Yu returned to the laboratory that
the sea chicken rushed into the sea and disappeared without a trace.

Qin Yu leaned against the window and saw everything clearly. He could
not help but lower his head to look at his hands and said in a low voice,
“The strength of this body… is really powerful.” This made Qin Yu

begin to have some longing, longing for the strength after recovering his
spiritual power.

Professor Chicken worked through the night to develop the strengthening
agent.

Fortunately, they had already had experience, so this strengthening agent
did not need too much time.

The next morning, after Qin Yu woke up, he went to the laboratory.

Professor Chicken, who was almost sixty years old, did not sleep for a
night, but he did not feel sleepy at all. Instead, he was extremely excited.

“How is it?”Qin Yu asked.

Professor Chicken pointed to the side and said, “There are already thirty
bottles.”

“How many bottles of blood can be developed?”Qin Yu asked.



Professor chicken rubbed his eyes and said, “Roughly, there are about a
hundred bottles.”

Then, he grabbed a bottle of strengthening agent and handed it to a
professor beside him.

“Come, give me a shot!”Professor Chicken said excitedly. Qin
Yexpression changed and he hurriedly said, “Professor Chicken, your
body can’t withstand this strengthening agent.”

Professor chicken waved his hand: “This bottle has been diluted a
hundred times, it should not be a problem.”

Seeing this, Qin Yu did not stop him.

He looked at the 30 bottles of strengthening agent, and said: “Inject these
into my body temporarily, as for the others, they can wait here for a
while longer.”

Because of the formation flag, Qin Yu could not stay any longer.
Therefore, he had to inject the strengthening agent into the saturated state
as soon as possible.

Professor chicken nodded and said, “Of co, no problem.”

Then, professor chicken lay on the bed, and the diluted bottle of
strengthening agent was injected into his body.

After being diluted a hundred times, an ordinary person could indeed
endure it.

He said excitedly, “Great, it’s a success!”



At that moment, doctor chicken seemed to have become tens of years
younger.

“Qin Yu, come, I will inject you with an enhancer now. I want to see
how many bottles you can endure.”Doctor Chicken jumped up from the

bed.

Qin Yu did not waste any time and immediately laid down on the bed.
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Qin Yu was also looking forward to it. The sea chicken had indeed given
Qin Yu a pleasant surprise, but it seemed that using blood directly wasn’t
a good idea.

As for what methods professor chicken had used to transform it into a
strengthening agent, Qin Yu didn’t want to know.

Once he went to the Holy Region, there would definitely be more
methods there.

Another tube of strengthening agent was injected into his body.

Professor chicken was very careful. From time to time, he would ask Qin

Yu about his physical condition and feelings.

Qin Yu didn’t feel much except for the changes in his body.

Tubes after tubes of strengthening agent were injected into his body.

In the blink of an eye, Qin Yu injected another eight tubes.



Adding the previous 15 tubes, Qin Yu had already endured a total of 23
tubes! This was more than twice as much as Jiang Yi’s eight tubes!

The strengthening agent was still being injected into his body.

When the 13th tube was injected, Qin Yt up from the bed, shook his
head and said, “It can end now.”

Professor ji said excitedly, “Qin Yu, you endured a total of 28 tubes.
This is simply a miracle!”

Qin Yid with a bitter smile, “Actually, you can still continue to inject it.
It’s just that… this strengthening agent is no longer effective on me.”

As a cultivator, Qin Yu was naturally extremely sensitive to changes in
his body.

Qin Yu could clearly sense the slightest change.

At the 22nd tube, Qin Yu could already feel that this strengthening agent
could no longer bring about any further improvements.

“In other words, your body can still withstand it?”Professor Chicken said
with some surprise.

Qin Yu nodded and said, “Yes, that’s indeed the case. These
twenty-three tubes of strengthening agent have strengthened my body by
at least five times.”

This number was extremely terrifying. God knows what level Qin Ybody
had reached!



Not to mention those of the same level, there were probably not many
people below saints who could be compared to Qin Ybody!

Such a physical body was enough to look down on the world and even
the Saint Realm!

“Professor Chicken, thank you very much. I’ll leave the rest to you.”Qin
Yu looked at Professor Chicken and said.

Professor chicken smiled and said, “I also have to thank you. It was you
who let me know that there are people like you in this world. I originally
thought that I had already reached the peak of scientific research, but
now it seems that I’m still far from it.”

Qin Yu did not explain too much. The two of them did not walk the same

path, so no one could explain it clearly.

The mysteries of the world were only the tip of the iceberg to humans.

After bidding farewell to Professor Ji, Qin Yu left on the same day.

To Qin Yu, there were still a few important things that he had not done.

First, Yan Ruoxue’s blood had not been fully absorbed, and it was only
half of what it was last time.

The second reason was that there were still three transformations left in
the nine transformation golden pill, which could also help Qin Yu

improve.

The third reason was the Twilight Qi in the sacred mausoleum, which
filled Qin Yu with curiosity. After spending a few days, Qin Yu finally
returned to the Heaven Gate.



The first thing he did when he returned was to look for ye Qing and tell
him what had happened. After ye Qing heard it, he said with some
emotion, “Qin Yu, why… Why didn’t you bring a tube back?”

Qin Yu was stunned. He immediately understood.

So the reason why he asked Qin Yu to go to this laboratory was to get the
strengthening agent.

“Think about it. This laboratory is funded by Western countries. If the
strengthening agent is spread out on a large scale in the future, it will not
be good news for us.”Ye Qing lit a cigarette and slowly said.

Qin Yiled and shook his head, “Then the ideas of these countries will
probably fall through.”

Just the sea chicken alone was not something they could deal with.

Even if they spent a huge price to kill a sea chicken, it was still own how
many sea chickens there were at the bottom of the sea.

After meeting ye Qing, Qin Yu planned to set off to look for the array
flag.

The location was at Luhuang Island, which was a relatively hidden place.

To enter Luhuang Island, one would need an entrance ticket and the
entrance threshold.

Fortunately, with Qin Ycurrent power, obtaining an entrance ticket was
not a difficult matter.

After obtaining the entrance ticket, Qin Yu headed straight for Luhuang
Island.



Luhuang Island was on an island near the fire country.

To head to this island, one would need to pass through their ship. Only
with an entrance ticket, would one be able to board the ship.

Qin Yu arrived near the coast and found that there were already several
people waiting there.

Besides martial artists, there were also many high officials and nobles
who were dressed in bright clothes.

After about ten minutes, the ship slowly sailed over.

Two men walked down from the ship.

They wore a black and a white long robe, and they looked a bit like the
black and white impermanence.

Qin Yept his gaze over the two people and found that these two people
were not weak. They had most likely stepped into the martial saint realm.

“There’s actually such a place in this world?”

This could not help but give Qin Yu a great shock.

One must know that there were not many martial saints in the current era.
They were still as rare as phoenix feathers and qilin horns.

The fact that the Luhuang Island’s Usher was a martial saint was enough
to prove the island owner’s strength.

After the two of them checked everyone’s admission tickets, they let
everyone board the boat.



The boat was not considered big. It looked a little like an ordinary ferry
boat.

Such a small boat had to accommodate several people.

The rich man who usually wore bright clothes and stood high and mighty
was now squeezed on this small boat. The scene looked a little comical.

Qin Yu did not care. After he boarded the boat, he called Di Zun.

Unfortunately, Qin Yphone had no signal.

The black and white youth also reminded him, “When you approach Deer

Emperor Island, all signals will be blocked.”

Qin Yu nodded slightly to show his understanding

The ship sailed for more than half an hour before they reached Luhuang
Island.
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This was not a barren path. On the contrary, it looked like a huge town.

Hotels, accommodation, and other things were almost the only ones here.

After stepping onto Deer Emperor Island, the first thing that came into
view was a huge door plaque. On it were three shining golden words:
Deer Emperor Island.

Qin Yu looked up at Luhuang Island and couldn’t help but frown.

How could he find Di Zun on such a huge island?



“Do yoow where the trading market is?”Qin Yu found the two ushers,
one black and one white.

The two of them pointed ahead and said, “You can see it if you walk ten
kilometers from here.”

“Thank you.”Qin Yu nodded and then followed their route.

Along the way, Qin Yw countless unexpected scenes on Luhuang Island.

This place was filled with scenes that couldn’t be seen on land. All the
gray industries could be found here.

Some people gambled, some people took dr and there were also
fair-skinned and beautiful model-level miss.

To be able to make Luhuang Island so prosperous, this island owner’s
ability was probably not ordinary.
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Qin Yu wasn’t in the mood to enjoy the scenery along the way. He had to
find Di Zun as soon as possible and get the array flag.

“Where are you running to?!”

Just as he was about to arrive at the underground market, an angry shout
came from the sky!

Looking Up, he saw an old man full of killing intent stepping on the air

and approaching!



Looking at the scene, it seemed like he was chasing someone. Qin Yu
frowned slightly. Just as he was about to speak, he saw a young man

crash into his arms.

Qin Ybody was like steel. With this collision, the young man was forced
back a few steps, and a big bump appeared on his head.

“AIYO, damn you.”The young man climbed up from the ground and

kept rubbing his head.

“Are you F*cking blind? Don’t yoow to give way to me!”

The young man was cng and swearing non-stop.

Qin Yzed up the young man and found that there were scars on his chest
and blood stains on his face.

He raised his eyebrows and was about to speak when the young man
grabbed Qin Yu and said in surprise, “Mr. … Mr. Qin?”

Qin Yu frowned and said, “You are?”

“I am Di Zun!”The young man said with some excitement. Qin Yu was
stunned. It was really easy to get here.

Qin Yu was about to ask what was going on when the old man walked
over.

He glanced at Qin Yu and said, “Thank you for your help.” Then, he
glared at di zun and sneered, “Let’s see where you can run to!”

The old man walked quickly toward Di zun while Di Zun hid behind Qin
Yu.



The old man reached out his hand to grab Di Zun’s arm, but Qin Yu
blocked his wrist.

The old man frowned and said coldly, “What do you mean?”

Qin Yiled and said, “This is my friend. Why Don’t yot down and have a

good chat?” “Your Friend?”The Old Man’s face turned cold, and then he
gnashed his teeth and said, “This little bastard stole my things and dared
to trick me. If I don’t break his legs, I, Huang, am not a human!”
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“What do you mean by stealing your things? I obviously swindled

him!”Di Zun said indignantly

“Little Bastard, yoill dare to Talk Back to me!”The old man suddenly
flew into a rage.

Qin Yddenly didn’t know whether to laugh or cry. He cupped his hands
and said, “What did he steal from you? I’ll pay for it.” Di Zun said in a
low voice, “What I took was the array flag you wanted.”

Qin Yu frowned slightly, and a trace of surprise flashed in his eyes.

There happened to be a small tavern nearby. Qin Yiled and said, “Why

don’t we sit down and have a chat?”

Although the old man was a little displeased, he still snorted coldly and
agreed.

The three of them came to the tavern together. Qin Yu asked for a pot of
tea, three pots of wine, and a few side dishes.



“Old Sir, I don’t blame him for this. The array flag is what I need. He did
this to prevent others from getting the array flag first.”

Qin Yood up and poured him a cup of wine.

The old man snorted, “Stop talking nonsense. Take the money.”

“Tell me, how much?”Qin Yid.

The old man said with a gloomy face, “Three hundred million! In
addition, I want three purple jade essence snake fangs!” “You Want Your

Grandpa! Old Thing, do you want to raise the price from the ground?”Di
Zun slammed the table and stood up.

“Little Bastard, I think you are courting death! If you don’t agree, just
return the thing to me!”The old man couldn’t help but be furious.

Qin Yu pulled di zun back and said, “300 million is not a problem,
but… what is this purple jade essence snake’s t?”

Di Zun said in a low voice, “This old thing is making things difficult for
you. The Purple Jade origin snake is a fierce beast raised by the island
Lord and is now openly accepting a challenge.”

“Oh… “Qin Yddenly understood.

“Don’t say that I’m making things difficult for you. I know what this

array flag is for,”the old man snorted.

Qin Yiled and said, “No problem! I’ll agree to

it.”

“Don’t talk nonsense.”The old man snorted.



Di zun sneered and said, “Old Man, you don’t know who my master is,
do you? He is the famous Qin Yu!”

When the old man heard this, a trace of surprise flashed in his eyes. He
exclaimed, “Qin

Yu?”

Qin Yid with some embarrassment, “Yes, it’s me. Old Sir, yoould be
able to rest assured, right?”

“Who’s Qin Yu?”The old man asked, somewhat at a loss.

Qin Yu immediately spat out the mouthful of tea that he had just dr He
waved his hand and said, “Old sir, in short, I’ll promise you. I’ll help
you pull out the fangs of this purple jade origin snake.”

The old man stretched out his hand and said, “Stop talking nonsense.
Give me back my array flag first!”

Qin Yook his head and said, “That won’t do. I’ve returned the array flag
to you. What if it’s snatched by others?”

“Steals? Who would dare to steal something on Deer Emperor

Island?”The old man sneered.

To be able to let deer emperor island develop to such a state and protect
the fair trade on the island, this should be BASIC.

Although that was the case, Qin Yu was still worried.

He thought for a moment and said, “Old Sir, do yoill have this kind of
array flag in your hands?”



The old man sized up Qin Yu and said, “I still have one, but it has
already been reserved by others.”
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